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New Regis.trat.ion
Procedures'
An Added.Lounge for
Students
The Ad Hoc Committee for Re-
gistration is a committee con-
sisting of different administrators
and faculty members of the col-
lege. The committee was formed
IO'ger ideas concerning registra-
tion .from various administrative
personnel.
by Keith Almodovar
Mr. Tom Tyburzcy, the new classrooms. The extra 'left-over' cy, is instead of having registra-
Associate Registrar, revealed his proctors would be used to super- rion from 9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
proposals v.f'or improving the vise registration. However, Mr. and then 5:30p.m. to 8:30 p.m.,
registration procedure which will Tyburzcy felt this proposal seem- he. is going to be assigning ap-
be implemented in Spring 1978.. ed to cause too much of a burden pointment times from 12:00 Noon
These proposals were presented. on the faculty and because of to 8:00 p.m. straight. through
by Mr. Tyburzcy to the Ad Hoc other problems, it would not without a break .. A day session.
Committee which will finalize the work. student may have an early evening
exact implementations of these Mr. Tyburzcy puts the entire appointment to register, without
proposals. situation in perspective in the having aregistration/final exam
following way, "I've got a system conflict in the morning. Mi. Ty- '
in room 114 that works. It's prov- burzcy is going to schedule as
I d k line waiting' and mass confusion Mr Tyburzcy met with Den. 0 t oes ,wor . A'lot of people many finals during the morning • . I . r.
d ' lik . b I k . k Mr. Tyburzcy replied, "No, not Marilyn Mikulsky who is the ""on t 1 e It, ut now It wor s. hours as he can. He puts it this .., . . ..,;
This if my first registration. I way, ".We will kill half the con-' at all. The only time we had really Director of Campus Planningat:~
bad lines last semester was for Baruch Together the de' .sed 'a ' ...,..didn't want to change the. system flicts by starting at 12:00~" . y. VI
just for the .sake of making a The 8:00-10:00 a.m. final exam change of .prograrn, .That;s· system whereby-they can-do away
because there are no appoint- with rhe closed co'urse black -j
cosmetic change and then making slot and the 10:30-12:30 slot are . . -. . ~ 'l
. men.ts given. The way weare set- board They have developed a .1
a mess. That's the last thing I conflict free. . . . .. . ". . .. '"
, ..... ' . ..... UOg up our p~rameters for ap- new. closed courie iRfOnn~u . _."',
. Mr. Tyburzcy, Who', wa-,s.. a.l>:- .would want..lt s no good forme, ._When ask.~. why there.&lstra- .nun' . 'f' .. ...:l...:..- "~ ::-: ·~·'::'·:.'·-"""<· -r~~·::E··"=';"~'.::-' ~ ..' " -~~~
.... ., .. ' . ..., oodforv " . 00' . .: . '......a. . ',.'., . POI. eots .l~ 1. a. stu.~!~".~tays syst,~ "1J$Dl& VteW~~~~-:; ~'=iilli'-""~
pointed :AsS()Ciale'R~i$lNt'':<dtfe H .s.nog~ .or you,·lks I1P:&~L_· ..tlO:n:ar@_c~~s~~~~.~;:~~~. . awltY-:ftom:~~i.OD-:W.ea, .~"in ~ ::,a-'e~·<~k1triS?L..t\G!'S
· to-fhe.",,1...~t-tireof-'Mr'·· Harv ..... ,: fC)r,.~¥bOdY:'~<1~Ve·.g~'::l"~stem·';:S~~ff~·Tyl)..i't1~Y·1i,(teied·,:'e-w'e: .': ... <: '.~ ~~"."'" .-."; " ' ....~, ~ • - ~.- .:<. '. ;..... '-. ~.~' .'- ,.' • '.:---;
; :-:;~ :;::'''.._.'-':-:_',.,~~~::~''''~'''_'''_ "":•.. -;-"--~-""o::r .:w.~..::.~ ~. ,·.9_.~I"'::ZiiiW ,.... ~M8a~' .. ".. - ..~- .." .. '.•~,...J!.llt.!l ~~~E1'9J!!1!!~n.t. -t~tn!91 ~~e .. wou1P.8Sms·~dD1t!'!O.!!It.~... .'
. Du"de\O~ s.ltl'·pe-"e-e.;';'rn", h's :"':l'..::tu() f~S> .~...'Q~ "~ -,-.~HiU . 1·~Wa: ~~.iijl~3.lOlIfU!· .. ::tt ~f""'''~C L.'A: ••.. · •. ~::.. ....~·.... c.. ' ..• -... ..:..- < ......~...,'.~~ ...~ ".... -.,.\;..::
. . . -"". ~,.. • .... H-UI-.>- •. ~ . . ~,.. ........:.."- ~"~."'--"-' ..~_ .. ~ ... ""'.' ..,_ .....~_~,.~_.,_._;.,"-_....,._~~.,..•• .~.c .••...'...... ~,~~mIQ toJA< room",~...-.u..not ':.ii/l~~'~Yi >VL.._' ~
·dunes as creator of the "Schedule would say-e-lf you put It m terms 5.30 because we have to set peo- have 'to wail ....on a. v lines The ....~ be' ." 2~2200' .. ,,-~.( .~
of Clas~es .. of percentages-e-is 7~OJo' effective. ple out of the room. In effect, we hi h has . nb .. ••... d' regt~trat.IOR ffif.~~~ "" 'E'.': 1. .. .. .. . . trung I at as to e impresse seeuoes are 0 erea, £l4Y, ven- . 11
I figured If I worked on the 25~o have to tell people to come back . II h d d .. . d G d Th'" . h '.:o f M T b . . upon ate stu ents an It IS mgan' ra uate.· e vJewgrap
. ne 0 r. y utzcy's propo- that I felt gave It a por per- at 5:30 or the next day. We wam . d'. II r h '11 . II 2200. '.
sals was to ha. ve registration I'n the' f .. I Id I . h' . d menl10ne m a my nerature (at W1 project a sectIons on
_ ormance, cou at east Im- to gel t em reglstere . Now we, . h d'" h . h b' k II f • 114 Th
d b
. '. ., .. ,15 sen t . tq t est u en [1£n t e [e ac wa 0 room . e
gym, an. ecause finals and re- pro\-e the SprIng 1979 registratIon are Just gomg to go srral2ht S h d I f CI ' . . do' II' '11 b d . h' M
d h
. h'k .~. c e u e 0 a.ss.es, 15 n t wa w.I e covefe In w He. r.
gistration are taking place a[ the abn. ahve
F
mllolrge79'llm~ to .t l~, through. fr~m 12-8 and ~~d the· come [0 the registration area until Tyburzcy said (hat ,he .will con-
same time in Spring 1978, what- a out tea reglstrallon. dav ThiS wIll be evervdav .., .'0 f h ., . - . . _. '. fifteen mInutes prIor to your ap- tmue to supply closed or open
ever finals are normally gi,ven in ne .0. t d~ maJoMr ImTPrbove- Upon bemg asked whether [he pointment time. - If you have an course sheets [0 'students outside
the gym will be given in smaller ments, accor mg to . r. y urz- 1~8 system would cause excessive . f 6 00 h h .
. . appoIntment or : p.m.·t en [e room.,
be there at 5:45 p.m. no earlier. According to Mr. Tyburzcy,
Be.cause if you are there earlier, "Once you w~lk into the room
you are' going [0' vtait on a line! you will' not have to loole at a
and that's dumb! If people would piece of paper. In other words,
pay a[{e~tion to that, there would you will have only open courses
be no lines. I can guarantee you visible to you. So if you sit down,
there would be no lines." Continued on page 17
•
by Steve Moskowitz before the Alumni Association Session Student Government. B'lack and·.His".•...p'. am·c·" Stu'di'ees
On -Thursday evening, provides the $6000," Finkelman who has not yet agreed [0 pay
December 14. the Board of said. . . their share of [he $1000. Stuto
Directors of the Baruch College Charles Stuto, Vice-President ~,ked Johnny Malone, in Jeopardy !t.
·Alumni Association approved a of the School of Liberal A(!,S and' President of the Evening Session :,1
student government proposal for" Sciences, refuted Finkelman's Student Government, and the by Karen Dukes adjuncts. Both the students' and ~.
'a contribution of up to $6,000 for assenion. "The $2000 has already Evening Session As.sembly. faculty. are.. outraged that· a ;t
.1,
the furnishing of a new student been guaranteed," he stated. angrily stating [hat they are Representatives of both· the professor who is both a scholar :;
loungs. The lounge, according to "The money was already ap- "inefficient" and "show a lack of Black and· Hispanic Faculty' and friend was denied re- ;'.
Dean of Students Jay Finkelman, proved at a Student Center Board concern and interest in furthering Caucus and Student Caucus met appointment. We are infuriated ',;
•
who presented the proposal, will meeting in May," he a better life at Baruch." He .to discuss the on'-going plight of at the implication this has for the ~~
be located on the fifth floor of the averred,pointing out that the added, "I'm greatly disappointed the Black- and Hispanic Studies continuance of Black and . if
2(?th Street building. minutes of this meeting confirms 'in the Evening Session, especfally Program. This program which Hispanic Studies' at . Baruch. :1
The Alumni donation, his claim. in Johnny Malone.~s lack of offers a variety of thirty-one' or Steady erosion has occurred over ·~i
however, IS contingent,: upon Indeed, t·he minutes stipulate !eadership concerning this issue." more courses to students ·is in the last three years because the~,',
promises by Baruch's day, that the Dean of Students be IC' the Evenig Session' Student jeopardy because of the failure of full time staff has dwindled from' it
evening, and 'gr~duate student·· empowered to contribute $2000 Government' does not pay their '~lhe'· Personnel arid Budget five' to three. While Il)inority .. ' n
· governmenls that they will" or 20OJ~ of the- total cost of the share, it will.be Up'td the Day and . Committee . of theSchool of enrollment is' increasing at the IJ
. contribut~ $1000 toward this lounge;· whichever is less. of . Graduate Sessions to 'make up the Liberal. Arts to re-appoint' coll~e, it is 'important, that H
venture, and by' the' Student st.udent f~nds' as a'~rerequisite to difference; ... 'Professor Roberto' Marti'nez. If pr()grams' related to their'spec~' ~
Center Board of the Bernard ·M. -the Alumni donation. As of now, ".The . imminent lounge will be cut-backs such as this remain needs' and interests be jncreased;·'D
Baruch Association, Inc. wich the cost of the 'Iounge is un-' named the "Alumni Student unchallenged, the possibility.'. ofalld strengthened, not weakened. . . l~
also promised to kick in $1000, determined, . though previous' Lo~nge," though at first certain the 'demi~ of the"proarammust We-areurging aU those students ' . : 'tH
thus boosting the total to SSOOO'estimates places the cost at ap- _ directors wished it to be called thebe-'considered.. ProfesSor Mar- concerned -eboutthequality ·of "(!
for the added lounge~ proximately $16000.. . "Alumni Lounge." However,.·· tin~'sloSs .wiD·mean that the education' at BanIda,to join forces. 'i'
"Lmust convince all (student)'Mr~ .Sutu' is 'e~ted by the after .abrief discussion of the Jl[OIi'am .has only two full':'time with us to"ensuretbe develOpmCnt .. ·Jl,
·goverillnems,.asweJlaste.student . Alumni Association~s con- mat~,itwas'_decidedthat ·the· teachers. It· ·is' imPOSSible. to:. -ora· Black'andHisPanie,StudieS', .... ":. ~
. Center (Board).loguararitee their tribud.on. but is preturbed by the name u~mni St~tLounge". ". maintain a viable cOurSesequence-c- l)ep8rtinent, ·~t the destrUCtiOn' . . .~~.' r
'......,.'.' " .' .....£ol~.~y.f: .~.,...~~,?~~g;.~.~)'j..dj~~~~~.~,~v:e:~, ~.:" '."' .. ,.,~:.:.~ •~onlf~.~n,JI4J!l.'."7..:.·. ~~·OD.,~.t)\'A:~I~~~:.:-9r~~~;{;:~:(~::·~':~ -c'. ~:! i:;~~i~~~~~:::~4~
. . . • .;.... '.' '. '.. ..' .• . : . . . ". . . '., '. < , .'.'. '. • • ~ .. . ":'.' ..' :<.~. '. . i
. o;':.~~' '.. •.•" .. ' '. '_: ": ,~.'., ,_..:,~...... . . . ' - • .,'" • , ;.,. ~. . >.',:..::. :'. --:',:, . ,.
_" _'----..:.. ~--_-~''''':.''' '~~."-..... ."'-- ~ _._, ,... ,"~'-' ~ _-~. :"'.'7~_' n_.-::- .~-~"_,_,-'~'.'-":,,,"'-:----.-- .", . ~ :, ,_ .:---.. __'co', ::.. _ ; _ ""_ ; ~:'_: -.:~.........a.~
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Sludent Government Re·view Jobs in Education
Also, next semester's registration
booklets will list the instructor's
name next.to each class.
At present, a major committee
working 'on improving the
physical appearance of the school
is the Clean and Comfortable
Campus Committee. 'They are
seeing to it that the school is gel-
ring a.face lift.
Already, twenty classroms have
been painted in the 360 P .A.S.
buildings. Windows 1n the 23rd
Street building from the fourth
floor on up are also being replac-
ed. In addition, plans are being
made for more student use of the
24th Street building. Also, the
construction of a Coffee House in
[he Student Center should begin
·soon.
. .
Mr. J olson, au ribut es inex-
perience on the part of elected of-
ficials as the cause of few ac-
complistnnents tieing made.
Treasurer Jolson also feels that,
"Perhaps if the Government
worked on more realistic goals
rather than placing so much .time
on revising the entire picture they
would get more done."
One student who gave his name
as Robert Clayton, feels that
students must realize 'that Student
Government is a two way street.
Whatever students put in is what
determines the results. Few stu-
dents take the initiative in learn-
ing about the government. A
combination 'of 'Iazmess 'and
apathy, plagues the majority of
continued on page J7
posed, Constitution feel that the
intentions of its authors are
justified but the finished P~OdUC1
does not. accomplish their goals..
There is a question .of the right to
setting a limit on the age a presi-
dent can be .and concerning the
ruels to' be insjitured in non-
government bodies; the question
arises as to "how can the Govern-
rnent put forth legitimate regula-
t ions in areas they are not
knowledgable in and over or-
ganizations not under their
jurisdiction?"
Student' Government CritICS
-have deemed the biggest farce- of
the year to be the way in which the
Fees Committee was run. Points
have been previously made defen-
ding bot h sides of the issue but ac-
cording to many. the fact remains
that a responsible organization
should not leave the allocation of'
so many thousands of dollars to a
select few, despite the fact that
few complaints have been made
by dubs. "For the ends do not
justify the mean~."
However, "For the first time."
according' to J oward J olson,
Treasurer of t he Day Sruden t
Governrnent , "a Student Govern-
rnent has insisted that dubs sub-
mit proper reports on how their
allocation~ are spent. Hopefully,
this will deter waste."
Despite bureaucratic problems,
this year's government has made
some gains including the, 'pub:"
. lishing of teacher evaluations to
be distributed during registration.
Tutorial Program
the internal organization of Stu-
dent Government. The Constitu-
<tion sets the groundwork for in-
. creased efficiency and the
decrease of loopholes enabling'
corruption "by' abolishing the
President's absolute' power 10
legally represent the other
members and put 'into effect any
J
legislation so desired." She em-
phasized, "We want to set up a
system that can take care of
itsel f. ..
Charles St uto, Vice-President
of the School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, stated his opinions on
. the role of Student Government.
"~We should be working on im-
proving the quality of general stu-
dent lite. We should be concerned
with things like probation and
seeing that 'students can pay their
tuiric.n. We should not be bogged
down with nonsense. After aU,.
the Student Government is a body
whose duties are to serve students
and to cater to the general need of
the student populace." Whether
or not the new Con-
stitution will cause considerable
increases in action by the Govern-
mente students seem skeptical.
The majority of students ques-
tioned believe that a piece of
paper won't make the difference.
Most feel that a successful Stu-
dent Government depends upon
the indi\'iduals in power. I f they
are honest they will help students
no matter what any piece of paper
granting or denying powers says.
Several opponents to the pro":
b}' Bria~ Warman Stressing changing population
trends, "feast or famine".con-
ditions in school jobs, areas of
current and - future reacherv-
shortages, and the need, for
geographical career' flexibility,
Prof. Helen Robison, Assistant to
the Dean, School of Education,
addressed the Education Society
on Thursday, November 30, ill
Noon.
For the first time in a long time,
the Board of Examiners has
announced New York City license
exams in 21 categories. Currently,
the greatest teacher shortages are
In math and science for junior
and senior high schools, and for
. bilingual math-science teachers.
However, because of the great
over-reaction of college students
to the depressed job situation,
locally and nationally, in the past
few years, Prof. Robison cited the
projections by Herbert Bienstock,
head of the northeast regional
Bureau of Labor Statistics, that,
because of this over-reaction, too
few students are now entering
teaching education programs.
Teacher shortages in most
categories are now being
projected for the early 1980's.
Prof. Robison also suggested
that students might find more
jobs, in the nearer term, in the
sunbelt cities where population
and production are both in-
creasing rapidly. She mentioned
. '. -
th.e many teacher-related fields,
s.~ch .. as banking .and ,in,~~r~~(;e,
where interpersonal' 'and "teacher
___________________________~-------------------------- -I skills are highly valued. Citibank,
for example, has offered intensive
, remedial work in math, reading
andwriring to high school
graduates needing these skills
. before starting entry-level jobs.
continued on page 18
As' the' i978 -calendar year
comes to an end, .so does the term
of the current Day Student
Government. Since elections will
"'- begin at the end of this month,
-the Ticker would like to take this ,-
opportunity to look back and
review its major accomplishments
and reflect' student opinions on
Student Government.
. 1978 has seen less criticism and
controversy than Baruch has
previously viewed, but never-
theless, students feel that the
Governrnentvheaded by President
Lynne Bursky, has accomplished- .
little of value. Currently just
about the only visual signs of Stu-
dent Government efforts are the
various painting jobs, notably in
the 23rd .Street stairwells and cor-
ridors, and a new lounge on the
fifth floor in the 26t h Street
Building.
Student Government officials
are primarily pleased with the
combined efforts of students and
. Government. in what they feel
will be the major accomplishment
of the year: a modified constitu-
tion. This constitution will be
voted on by the student body in
the upcoming electi0E.'
President Bursky expressed
several comments on how the
system is presently constructed.
. . . . .
'~We're currently operating un-.9-er
_.....;:8tlinM~at cake- It'difficuh to
~. . .
make .progress. The purpose of
the' new constitution is to improve
USC·· :
-,
.' .
.......
by Diane Salvatore
The, Tutorial Program at
. Baruch offers free -tutoring ser-
vices to all students, and is C09r-
dinated by, Ms. Marcia Askinazi,
who has worked in this capacity'
for seven years.
The tutoring is offered in
eleven different subjects, which
include introductory Math-
ematics, Economics, Finance, Ac-
counting, Statistics, Spanish,
Italian, French, Chinese, Heb-
rew, and Reading and Writing.
All a student need do to receive
help is to drop in on one of the
workshops on the appropriate
days. The schedule of courses,
days and rooms can be obtained
from Ms. Askinazi, in room 324
of the 24th Street Building, or by
calling 725-4442.
At present, an approximated
three thousand Baruch students
receive tutoring. In comparison,
thirty-eight, part-time tutors (who
work. an average of twelve to fif-
teen hours per week) and three
full-time remedial assistants are
available. At any given hour,
there may be two to five tutors
per workshop. .
In terms of qualifications, a
student who wishes to tutor must
. . .., . .
have a B or better average in' his
area of' speciality. Also,he must
be in good overall academic stan-
ding:~'Jri lad.aftit>i\: ~tfie 'student
must. be recommended by a chair-
man or a faculty member that he
has had in class, either of whom
must be affiliated with the depart-
ment that he wishes to tutor in.
Finally, the student must undergo
a personal interview with Ms.
.Askinazi, in which she looks for
signs of initiative, warmth and
friendliness.
Upon acceptance at the beginn-
ing of the semester, the tutor is
expected to work, through at least
one full semester. Although all
tutors receive a salary, only two
of the tutors are getting field
placement credit, although Ms.
Askinaza would like to see this ex-
panded.
However, the more 'significant
benefits of the tutoringt seems not
to be material. Ms. Askinaza
said, "It's been nationally proven
that students who tutor do better
in their dasses .. '. . When you
teach, you have to claritythe con-
cepts in your own mind so much
that you really know it. " She add-
ed further than tutors, .....feel
they're doing something. They get
a 1.9t of personal gratification out
of it."
. At present, Ms. Askinaza is in
need of students qualified to t~tor
math. But new, tutors have much
to learn from the senior tutors of
two or three yearsv Ms.. Askinaza
said oneotl1ilharde'S't1thitig f6i ~ ~
new tutor to learn is "how to say central place for help. THe clubs academic bracket.
"no'." It seems that in the group are so dispersed that at present, Ms. Askinazi also voiced
workshops, tutors try to meet the even Ms. Askinaza does not know another objection. "There's a big
demands of many students at how to get in touch with them. misconception in Baruch ... that
once. The new tutor must learn to Also, budget cuts required her to most of the students who come
develop the discipline to ask some limit the types of courses offered are SEEK students.' Seventy-five
students to wait their turn. and to restrict these courses to in- percent are not." Also. for the
Also, new tutors must learn to troductory ones. Clubs, on the past three years, virtually all of
be adaptable to the teaching other hand, sometimes offer ad- the funding for. the tutoring pro-
methods a student has learned vanced tutoring. But Ms, gram has been carried by the
from a particular professor. He Askinazi said, "I think it would SEEK program. For this reason,
must also learn to help the student be better if everyone who wanted Ms. Askinazi added, "I don't feel
define exactly what the problem to offer tutoring could do it under that the burden should fall on the
is, and not to be thrown by the" I one umbrella." SEEK program . .I feel that the
don't know anything" types. And Is Baruch's tutoring effective" college .should make a greater
naturally, a tutor must develop It seems that this isa hard ques- contribution .... They make a
communication skills. tion to answer becuse the number verbal commitment, but they
As far' as the students who go of variables involved (length of don't follow it up with money."
for tutoring are concerned, no at- tutoring, classroom cornmitt- On a larger scale, tutoring is
tendence records are kept and ments, etc.) cloud the ability to not 'a service in demand only in
nothing is mandatory, although judge just how much the actual CUNY. Ms. Askinazi commented'
these requirements might be set tutoring has come into play. Ms. that during conferences this
up by a professor. Ms. Askinazi Askinazi offered,' "We t radi- semester, she has noticed that the
emphasized the importance of t ionally look at a student's Ivy League colleges are. just as
students corning regularly, but grades. I don't think that's too ef- concerned with this aspect of
opted against pressuring techni- fective,.' education. The pale 'blue-eyed
ques. About students who come However, Ms. Askinazi em- woman added with a husky laugh,
for tutoring, she said, "He's phasized that,on the average, six- "They are desperate for the in-
decided he wants to help himself ty per cent of the' students who are formation that. the city colleges
and that's good." tutored (most of whom are below have o~ing." '
However, Ms. Askinazi is not average students academically) ·Ms-. Askmazi emphasized that.
totally satisfied with the opera- will pass their course.While some students should get in touch with'
tion of the program. By next year, administration members feel that ,her (see-paragraph t~()}.·assoonas .' . ~
she hopes to have instituted more this is still inadequate, Ms. they need help. Tutoring, she
, " /"
one-to-one tutoring. Her larger Askinaza eniphasizedthatin.said;~'... .is avery big.thi-ng,;and.
.concern is to pull together the comparison, as many untutored it's going to get bigger." '
various clubs .wpo...offer, Jutpring,. .students will possibly fail, .and . . . . '
so i'h~ll~a 'siudem-can go .toone ~ • ':~ift~Ifo'VttM·bQbW-i'V"etage-..·y4r.~~ ~'lr1tr·1o * A.~..le'l~. : '. ,.'
.: : • . ' :> _-~'~'-'-~~:~~~:;~~:l"::
..;,:.
.'
~-, ';
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Peter J onasHeads
Reg Istrar'sOtfce.·
,~
J~E~JCK-ER
.Outlook for Accounting Grads
byDenafd Laub
As ofDecembet l , 1978 Baruch
College still' did not have a
Registrar, a position which has
not been filled since Lew Temares
left 'th~t post in August of 1977. .. ~\;::
Baruch College will not have a . 1 *. r,
~~~~~~~ha~nBar~CehC~~~g:d:itl~:·~ ~~.,
have is a Director of Student!' ... ':l '
Administrative Services, under J'.j
whose wing will fall· the "'; ~i#'~
.. .."
Registrar's Office, Admissions f
Office, and the Administrative
Computer Center.
Peter Jonas is now Baruch's
first Director of Student Ad-
ministrative Services, assuming
his duties on December I. He:
comes to Baruch from CCNY,
where he had worked in the
Registrar's Office full time since
1966. Upon his graduation from effect the many changes in the System, which IS, used . for
CCNY in 1961, Mr. Jonas leadership of the Registrar's' education and research.)· .
became a teacher in the .city Office over thepast year had on These three offices are ex-'
school system, He was then the morale of the workers. He' tremely important in the life of
working-in the CCNY Registrar's _ said, ''It could not have helped.. the Baruch. student. They are
Office pan time. About his What we need now is a pulling· offices that all students come in
beginning work there full time in together. We have the people and contact with. Putting them under
1966 he said, "My avocation resources. One can miss a focus the responsibility of one title is
became my vocation. And that's now and then. I hope to be able to part of a growing trend in higher
kind of nice." Among other provide that focus. '.' education, said David Green,
duties at CCNY, Mr. Jonas was Even though Mr. Jonas said he Executive Vice-President for
the Associate Registrar and later' '. had enough people to do the job, Administration. "This move -is a
was the Director of Records and he also said, "The office appears move toward a total student
Systems Development. . to be understaffed. This has been information system. An in-
While Mr. Jonas is new at exacerbated by illness." Of creasing number of colleges are
Baruch, he has begun to make course, there is hardly a .d~part~ goi~g.· 'this' r~te~" . T~is .~total.
"changes in the Registrar's Office. meru in the CUNY 'system,' ad-' stu(iehfiriformation system could .
While there ha~ .long' been a ma11 ministrative or ~~d'ucational, that contain grades 'and courses, as .' ." .bt»t·~t~~~~gist£:tu:.'.sG(fke.-., ..~:~~ewa~~mp~iQt.:._.:,."Q.~,jh.~.J?i~~gt ~r~.n~J1p~-li!.<?~.B·~.:_..~-_~~
duringits closed hours, Mr. Jonas . .Mr. 'Jonas'said'rtYclt he'w6ukJ wlta:.:--C~~..ae~ic.·_:.iIi.,..,--··
has seen to it that the approprate . concentrate on those areas that formation obtained ar the time of
forms are provided alongside the concern the needs of students and admission. Aftergraquation, it
mailbox. the administration. While this could list a work history of the
.Mr. Jonas is also unhappy. with would seem to involve Mr. Jonas then alumni of Baruch. Dr. Green
the . amount .' of t!!TIe - the prrmarily in the Registrar's area, continued, "The goal is' to get the
Registrar'« Office is opett~o serve he will bekeeping'his eye on the whole student record on com-
students. HI am not satisfied with Admission: Office and the Ad- purer. When a student sees a
the hours the counter is open." he rninistrative Computer Center. councilor, the councilor can
said. "I plan to have the office (The Administrative Computer verify that the student is on the
open more. Possibly it will be Center handles payroll, finances right track for a degree."
open during club hours. " . and records. It is not the same as Since Mr. Jonas is new at
Mr.Jonas was asked what the Educational Computer Continuedon page /8
.:
portunities m your field,' in-
terviewing techniques, con-
struction of a resume, and
development of a' job search
campaign.
Students will also be told how
to sign up 'for .companies that will
be coming to Baruch during the
Spring semester.
The Placement Office is in the
360 Park Avenue South building,
Room /711.
surance
Wednesday March 14. 1979
Polaroid Corporation
Ideal Corporation
Burroughs Corporation
Friday, March 16, 1979
Travellers Insurance
Monday, March 19, 1979
U.S. Peach Corps and VISTA
Tuesday, March 20, 1979
Allis Chalmers Corporation
Wednesday', March 21, 1979
West Point Pepperill
Tuesday, March 27, 1979
Doubleday & Company
Wednesday, March 28,1979
. Allstate
Friday, March 30, 1979
'Equitable Life Assurance
Monday, April 2, 1979
Morse Shoe, Inc.
Gertz Department Store
Friday, March 2, 1979
Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Co.
Bell System
Metropolitan Life
Monday, March S, 1979
Bankers Trust Company
Oxford Industries
Tuesday, March 6, 1979
, American Can Company
Mitusubishi International
. Abraham .&.S.raus
Ciribank
Wednesday, March 7,1979
Burroughs Wel1come Com-
pany
National Bank of North
America
Chess King (Retail)
Metropolitan Life
Gap Stores
~F riday, ,M.~rc;b 9, 1979...
Lord & Taylor
.U.S. S(5cia1'%urity-
··B'(oo.:oingdale's Department
Store
Monday, March 12, 1979
Morgan Guarantee Bank
Tuesday, March 13, 1979 .
NewYork Life .
Provident Mutual Life In-
1979 RECRUITING
SCHEOULE
SPRING
BLACK STUDENTS ORGANIZATION
, .
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
BLACK ACCOUNTANTS
.AND
. 'VANGUARD STUDENTS COALITION
invite you to their' .
·Placement Office Holds
.. ;Career Workshops,
The' Baruch College Placement
Office is once again .a frenzy of
activity, gelling ready for Spring
1979 on Campus recruiting.
Career workshops started on
December i'8 and will' continue
through January II. A total Or'-
fifteen workshops will be held at
various times. Among the topics
that will be discussed at each
workshop are: career op-
Wednesday, Feb. 7,1979
Loebee Troper, CPA
Coopers & Lybrand, CPA
I.B.M Corporation
Seidman & Seidman, CPA
Thursday, Feb. 8, 1979
Ernst & Ernst, C~A
. Coopers & Lybrand, CPA
Macy's
Friday, Feb. 9, 1979
Deloiue, Haskins & Sells,
CPA
Alexander Gran!, CPA
David Berdan
Mann Judd Landau, CPA
Tuesday, Feb. 13, 1979
Richard-A. Eisner, CPA
Price Waterhouse, CPA
Oppenheim, Appel & Dixon,
CPA
Wednesday, ~b. 14, 1979
Hu~dman ~ranstoun. CPA
Touche, Ross, CPA
Anchin, a'lock'& A~chi;n, CPA'
Frida~'"flb..'re, 197.9:-~ .. " -.. ~
. ¢.B:S.·CorporaiiC;ri· ,
N. Y.S. Insurance-Department
Irel Corporation
Tuesday, Feb. 20, 1979
Peat. Marwick & Mitchell,
CPA
__.Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
Brout and Company
Wednesday, Feb. 21,1979
Scudder, Stevens & Clark
Arthur Young & Company,
CPA'
Elmer Fox, West heirner , CPA
Friday. Feb. 23, 1979 .
Revlon Corporaton
Insurance Service Office.
Fireman Fund Insurance
Monday, Feb. 26,1979
Lavcnt hol & Horwath, CPA
Con Edison
Irving Trust Company
Tuesday, Feb. 27, 1979
Art hur Andersen, CPA
Phillip Morris, Inc.
. Chemical Bank
Wednesday, Feb. 28,1979
Arthur Andersen, CPA
Alexander's Department Store
.~y'..~.~~.~.,,!,.,
..- .• f.~...
Although the demand for firms' demand for such graduates per cent-one job for every four
college graudares with degrees in . will increase 30 per cent. graduates.
accounting is expected to increase r Declining Job Rate at Master's For all accounting graduates,
faster than the supply during the Level the employment rate is expected
next four years, the present For graduates with bachelor's to rise from 27 per cent this year
supply is so far ahead of demand degrees in the field, the four-year to 29 per cent in 1981-82.
that four years from now there increase in supply is projected at Growing Number of Women
still will be 10 new graduates for 17 per cent, with demand in- Graduates
every three new jobs in the field. creasing27 per cent... 'the employment rates reported
Those projections come from By 1981-82, the number of new by the institute include all ac-
the American Institute of Cer-· graduates with master's degrees in counting graduates in the supply.>
tified Public Accountants. accounting is expected to. grow by regardless of whether they seek
- The outlook for graduates with 53 per cent, with demand going jobs inpublic accounting. .
• i master's degrees' in 'accounting is up 41per cent. . The number of women
much better than for those with The employment rate for receiving master's degrees in the
: bachelor's,' although the demand' persons with 'master's' degrees in field is expected to double in the
for the former is not expected. to accounting is expected to decline next four year, while the number
increase as 'rapidly as the supply. over the next four years-from 60 of women receiving bachelor's
'I{'~ANZAAND . The institute's' predictions, per cent this year to 56 per cent in degrees is expected to increase
\!H'" 'Ul.:'.'J !IJ j-:;e~~·!~,r--:r'... ..-Jl... ,. '~,,"""'''' . ,.~. ':.',. .'., based :'00: reports' from '328- 1981-82: about 3Q ~! ..cent,·the institute
," ,,,,.;_ "'MERR"'"_~XMA'S<P'~~'fY '. . '." colleges artdUnirnsitiesand 116 .. Theindicated employment rate estimates, ;' ,; :<"-i:_ : ~ .'
. . .' ..,.... .." "'. publicaccourrrmg firms, 'indicate for: .accoundng" .graduate~'· with 'Pubfic-accoimting' . fi'r ms '
.;"'Ff.iday,··D~~rriberiind.·~OAK LOUNGE : . rhetotal suppl~ofnew graduares . bachelor's degrees. '·i~is:.y'~· is' surveyed'bY1li~ instit>u'te'inaic~iea"
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Bill McCreary
, .
TheSoci~lo9Y Club
Bill McCreary, co-anchorman
of Channel 5"5 10:00 News and
anchorman of Black News, spoke
, .
to a modest crowd of students on
Thursday, December 14th in the
23rd Street building during club
hours. Sponsored by the Jor-
nalism Society, Mr. McCreary
".. ",-
came as a special favor to Baruch.
which is his alma mater. He spoke
informally about his early radio
experience and rise to television
media. Baruch extends its sincere
thanks to Mr. McCreary, and
hopes that he will be able [0,
frequent more events at Baruch.
C;.~'. ' •.
. ~', ..~.
. --.,' .. ' ,."
b}'-Wayne Brown
Recently, I had 'the opportunity
to interview the president of the
Sociology Club, Ellen Friedman.
Through a lively and' realistic
discussion, she informed me of
the various aspects of the club.
Hence. the Sociology Club of-
fers students interested and in-
.volved in sociology and social
working, the opportunity to gain
vast information abour their goal.
Yet. the club has a second func-
tion. It offers help and assistance
for all, whether they're sociology
majors or not. The club is abour
people who are interested in the
lives of other people. It is a people
oriented groups which tries to br-
ing outside forces into t he.Baruch
community. Business subjects are
usually so rigid and competitive.
However, the club offers a com-
'fortable and relaxing atmosphere
with friendly people.
The Sociology Club has plan-
ned many interesting events in the
.past which warrant further men- I
tion. They have had films dealing·
with political issues, an ex-convict
speak, an event on runaways and
a Professor' speak on transsex-
ualism. Recently, the club had an
event which Ellen described as
most memorable. It was the dub's
first concert held in the Oak'
Lounge in 360 P .A.S. The concert
was given by a fellow' member
who had an inner message to ex-
press'. It was described as a club
highlight.
Bur, the club plans to hold
more memorable events in the
future. On December 21 the Club
.will be holding its Christmas
Channukah Party in room 1180
of the 17 Lexington Ave.
-.Thu_ .·DeCember~-197lI··- ....
., ' .., .- y, " .....!k . .
building. AI" are invited to intend.
In addition.. Ellen describes the
party as being "as. well .a good-
bye for all those graduating in
January," like herself. So you
January Grads can attenda party,
that's in your honor ~ The party
will allow an opportunity for the
faculty to meet the· students as
'well. So don't forget to mark
your calender. The event willbe
rewarding.
In conclusion, Ellen. stated,
"although we have our busy lives
in a world filled with, apathy, it--
would benefit students to get in-
volved. THe Sociology .Club is just
one of a few clubs that really does
care about people. All its
members have grown. We· dare
YOU to give ... We dare YOU to
grow." Come to its next meeting
in room 1120 during club hours. I
dare you.
. by Edwin F. Olavarria Here at Baruch, the current bv Keith Almodovar
. .
,DESPIERT·A '~BORICUA, student -apathy 'towards extra-Kathy· -Klumbachv-v-v ice-
There is a club on the fourth floor curricular affairs is heading' President of the Class Council of
of the Student Center which cares towards total oblivion. This 1981, has devised a special
for you, who feels like you do. It indifference towards social in- program in order for Baruch
is a club that is. made up of people reraction outside the students to receive discounts on
with different political views, "classroom" is clearly evident certain items purchased at certain
economic status, and living condi- from. the lack of voluntary stores in the Baruch area.
tion. It is a club which is glued' participation in Student Miss Klurnbach along with the
together by a common goal-to Government to the lack of student Class Council. drew. up an af-,
succeed. involvement in club activities. I'm fidavit upon which the agreement
This club will try to help you particularly dismayed at the between the store manager of
gain this success. It will embrace, division that exists among each participating store and the
you with open arms, treat you Hispanic students. According to a Class Council was formally
with kindness, help you develop reliable source, there are over documented. The affidavit stated
and be aware of what is obvious. 1500 Hispanic students attending the following:
The club will provide a place to this school. If our presence is not Dear Community Store Owners:
study, and people to help you. evident to us and to others, it is We would like to introduce a
The club will provide a place to due to our individual segregation. plan. that the Class Council of
. relax and release the tensions. The It is time for all. concerned 1981 has devised, to help both the
club will provide a place to ex- Hispanic students to place minor surrounding community and the
press your feelings about conflicting issues aside through Baruch student. This plan con-
anything and everything. It will compromise or otherwise so that sists of a discount to the Baruch
provide these things because the we can confront our most student upon showing his
club represents these things. pressing problem of uniting the identification card with his/her
DESPIERTA BORICUA look Latino population of the school. picture, inr eturn the Class
at your parents and grandparents, We must be willing to place Council fo 1981 will give your
look in their eyes see the suffering political, economic and religious store' publicity in our newspaper,
that they went through in order to barriers aside. Geographical which reaches over 14,000
see their sons and daughters, their origin, cultural, and personality studen ts and faculty, posters in
grandsons and granddaughters in differences should be given your windows and a hand-out
the position that they are in now. secondary importance. Surely, we sheet specifying all the stores that
DESPIERTA BORICUA it is have, deeper underlying roots. are involved in our program.
time to tell the world what we are We, as a whole, have significant, I Towards the end of the af-
capable of. DESPIERTA common characteristics that fidavit the agreement appears i.E
_BORICUA and realize what is go- should be given more value. which the .store : manager and
ing on around you, for it is Indeed, it is our unique means of' Class Council representative sign
.known that ignorant people are communication and our and agree on a reasonable
the instruments of their- own' distinctive yet encompassing discount.
destruction .. So we as Puerto Hispanic heritage. How can we Miss Klumbach along with all
Ricans must get involved to develop an identity as a people j·f of her aides proceeded to virtually
develope and enlight ourselves. we' are divided by shallow every business in the Baruch area
Do it for yourself as a person, and inhibitions? These, to a certain with these affidavits looking for
for ourselves as a people; but for . extent, must be surrendered so potential participants.
God's sake, for our sake ler's do that we may utilize our basic yet Of the many stores par-
~t! essential Qualities to, improve our .ticipating are elothes stores,
: The Club is called P.R.I.D.E'- .. well-being. discount stores and many other
The club is pride. continued on page 18 types of businesses in the area.
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, 'DISCOUNT PLAN PARTICIPANTS
10010
._. - .;;._.•. -.
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32 E. 23rd St.
127 E. 23rd Sr.
40 E.23"rd Sr. .
. '
2603rd'Ave.
1lIE, 23rd Sr.
381 Park Ave. Sq,
240 3rd Ave.
104 E. 23rd SI.
54 E. 23rd SI.
38 E. 23rd St.
108 E. 23rd St.
I u r. 23rd SI.
208 3rd Ave.
236 3rd Ave.
295 Park Ave. Sq.
32 E. 23rd St.
301 Park Ave. Sq.
12 E. 23rd St.
109 E. 23rd s..
8 E. 23rd St.
303 Park Ave. Sq.
make ends meet, especially
around Christmas time, and
hopefully this project will help. I
would like to thank the stores for:
their cooperation and for their
generosity to the Baruch students.
In, addition, 1 would like to say
that the amount of time we, the
Council, spent on this project
doesn't matter so long as we
know that every student in this
school appreciates it and will try
to support us in our future
projects ."
further thanks would like to be
extended to Miss Klurnbach's
aides who also went to businesses
. . - , . '.' .. .. "" .. ·:.r'
In the area. trying. 'to' .recrult:"
participants f6r 'this' .p·rbgr'arn.,.I
Miss Klumbach's aides 'are: Linda'
'. Roech, .' Atlna'P~r16wski: ":;Cei'I" - ,
Liccione, Luis Vasquez and Renee-
.Halequa.
80,70
*The Ladybug Potpourri Ltd.
*Raquel Jewelry
100,70 SILVER 50,70 GOLD
*NOT ON SALE ITEMS
*Barry's Stereo & Sound Inc.
NO RECORDS'
*Dalia
*Dora Hosiery Shop ...,..... '.
. *GlamoufAlTeyB6lifiq ife"
.' --...-, - -"
*Gramercy Park Flower Shop
ONL Y CASH AND CARRY
*Holly Discount Center
*Jan Scott
"Kit t y Kelly
*Lew's Menswear Inc.
*Lovely Shoes
"Norwood Co, Inc.
O'Henrys
*Plenda
*Pots & Pans Houseward
NO ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
*Scotts Fourth Ave. Florist
NO OUT-OF-TOWN DELIVERIES
*Tibi Trading Corp.
*Tulip
*Worid Plant Wholesalers & Dist. Inc.
*Yosis Sportswear Corp.
'-.'
. .~ .
In the above list, all par-
ticipating businesses are included
along with their respective
discounts. Also included, in the
list are some restrictions. For
example, an item that is already
On Sale cannot be' discounted.
- '
When asked what was the
purpose of devising a program
such as this one, Miss Klumbach
uttered, "The Class Council of
1981 is an organization that is
very concerned about the unity of
the Baruch students. This project
is jsut one of,' many more
beneficial projects to come in the
future. Personally, J think that in
. order for anything to work, you
must always aim for what is .
morally right and what benefits
the' majority of thepeople. I know
that many studetns find it hard to
Discounts for
BaruchiansDespierta Boricua
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Officers of Baruch College vterans Association. Eva Amador
Secretary; Brian Chiles, Treasurer; louis Lopez, President. '
credits, there is no extra charge
for additional credits. Students
are allowed to register for 18
credits a semester. (I f you plan to
take more credits,get approval of
the appropriate Office of
Curricular Guidance, now.)
Fifteen credits one semester and
eighteen credits the next would see
you through college In 8
semesters.
this column is designed to be
purely an informative one so I
hope you will forgive me if I show
a little personal bias at this point.
. I see.a great many students and-
examine a great many students
academic records. I am dismayed .
by the number of students who go
to school straight through the
year-fall, spring and summer,
year in arid year out. ..
make arrangements to have some
one register for you at the ap-
pointed time on the appointed
day..
Rule III IS is better tban 12
128 credits is requiredto earn a .
B.A.,· B.S. in Education or
B.B.A. degree. TAP and BEOG
. aids are limited to 8 semesters-
10 semesters if you are required to
take remedial work, which is no
credit and does not count towards
the degree. Those of you who take
12 credits a semester will, at the
end of eight semesters, 'have
earned 96 credits and are faced
with the cost of cmpleting the.
remaining 32 credits. If you use
TAP aid towards summer school
tuition, then the benefits are
reduced accordingly. ~
Once· you register for twelve
.~
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BARUCH COLLEGE
VETERANS ASSOCIATION
.(BCUA)
A:NNUAL HOLIDAY PARTY
GOOD FOOD
GOOD MUSIC
GOOD·PEOPLE
. / .-
FRIDAY.DECEMBER ~2, 1978.
3PM·to8PM
.ROOM 1750C·
. .
360. Park Avenue.South
--~. ~ .. :..........
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things to consider before you even
begin to write your resume.
Content
What do you want to em-
phasize-education or work
experience: .~
~...AIJ Qb.j~tive-.. il.sh9.\tld.ngt.b.e .$0,
. narrowly deimed (hat ·lhe-- 00..
jeetive itself acts as a screening
agent.
Format
There are basically two types of
resumes: functional and
chronological. The functional
resume depicts your experience in
terms of capacity and then goes
on to describe the specific func-
tions performed at different
companies. This type of resume is.
used by people who have a
substantial amount of work
experience.
The chronological resume. is
just that, a chronology of ex-
perience based on the companies
where you worked. Ms. Tan
- recommended that students use
0- •
the chronological resume.
Layout
Your resume should be:
. neat
well-spaced
not more than one p~e
You should use short. telegraphic
sentences with action words.
Avoid the use of words such as
"assisted" .
....:?t1~;~
Dr. Josef Ben-Jochanna and Dr. Juanita
Jochanna lecture on 'King Tut' this past
Fin-EcoForum beams in
on the job search scene
Susan Rosserman,
Howard before Mr.
Friday Dec. 8th.
Planning
Take inventory-
a) list all your accomplishments
b) list your prior work experience
(full-time/part-time), both paid
and unpaid (volunteer). Volunteer
work is especially important if.
you've never held a paying job.
c) if you have no' prior work ex-
perience focus on your potential
by Julie Perrone Geffke
The months of January and
June at Baruch CoUege are
usually characterized by the
frenzied pace of seniors who are
HGElTING OUT"! Thei~ shouts
of joy oft~titnes'·degener.aw' into
. gruntS. aod.groans..wJlea.tbclopic.
of jobs,is discassect.For the-most
part, job hunting is deemed a
chore, especially in these days of
feverish competition and MBA
delirium. Where does all of this
leave the graduating BBA
student?-Usually grunting and
groaning.
Job hunting is something that
all· of us will be doing several
times during our careers. It is a
technique that should be
cultivated. Job hunting is both art
and science which requires
thought, skill and planning.
The importance of the job
search scene was not-.lost on
Baruch students when a group of
40 greeted Millie Tan on Th"!r-
sday, November 30. Ms. Tan,
who is studying at Columbia
University and is doing her in-
ternship at Baruch, shared her
. expertise with the group. She
offered sound, fundamental
advice to first time and. second,
third and fouth-time job
hunters. A synopsis of Ms. Tan's
presentation follows:
volunteers in Helpline would refer
.the students to the services of the
'Division ofCounselling whictf in-,
eluded Dr. Sharff, Dr. Bryan and
Dr. Hiscox, among other ex-
perienced and qualified
counsellors.
During the past four years of its
existence, Helpline has indeed
contributed immensely in render-
ing vital services to the Baruch
community, Among the many
. diverse' services made available
through Helpline were the
establishment of committees deal-
ing with foreign "students, senior
Citizens at Baruch, handicapped
students and' financial aid pro-
blems. One of Helpline's most
outstanding contributions is made
available during the hectic rnon-
.hs of registration when no one
knows where to go or what to do.
The Helpline desk is always
available at registration offering
helpful hints and directions or a
much needed cup of coffee or tea
du r i n g ( h 0 s e h e c ti c
periods! What about the students
Helpline: The action
people with an active goal
)
'I ••
'b)- Miles A. Hintzen . under the name HOTLINE. A
Have you ever walked through group .of students who had just
the countless corridors of our so- completed their Freshman Orien-
called "campus' feelingfrustra- ration Group seminar approached
ted and alienated from the rest of 'lim and discussed with him the
the Baruch community? Have possibility of having a hotline to
you ever longed for someone to cater for the needs of Baruch stu-
talk to or felt the need to discuss a dents who needed information re- themselves who play the major
serious personal problem with garding the college, location of role in Helpline? As Jim Perrone
someone in whom you'could place, various offices and facilities, or puts it, "These student volunteers
your coniadence and [rust? Are who had personal problems'and represent a wide cross-section of
you one of the hundreds of stu- needed couns~llingor referral ser- Baruchians and include students
.'dCnts whO uhaii&oUt'·oWsidcthe vices..ofail ethnic odgins'an4~<temic
23rd Street building hoping to see The. idea proved fruitful, for majors as well as all age groups."
a friendly face pass by among the within a very short time this small I spoke with two charming
thousands of students here at group of twelve students and a young ladies attached as student
Baruch? . few faculty members were sue- volunteers to Helpline: Antoinette
If you arehonest with yourself, cesssful in getting. the. Baruch Tobia and Lucretia Di Genova.
I am sure that the answer will be Hotline started and within its very Antoinette is a junior who has
uyesU to at least one or more of first year Hotline received a total been working with Helpline for
these questions. Yet no Baruch of 250 "contacts" i.e., students over one year. I asked her what
student ever felt this way-lost, utilizing its services. caused her to join Helpline. She
'alone, and impersonal. For there However, in 1974, two years replied that when she first came
exists in the crowded, lonely, and later, Hotline was forced to 'close io Baruch she had no friends
sometimes frustrating environ- down for one semester owing to a and felt the need to join an-
ment of Baruch College, an or- shortage of student volunteers. organization which could offer
ganization whose primary goal is Then one semester later, it her a feeling of warmth and
just the opposite: to make every reopened under a new name: friendliness. Then a friend in-
student' feel the way he or she HELPLINE. troduced her to Helpline and it
ought to feel-a living, vibrant Since its new birth, Helpline -was goodbye to the lonely feel-
person with an identity which has proved to be tremendously ings. as she herself became in-
transcends that of a -rnere statistic successful.To-date there has been \:oJ..vedi-nhelping OEAef" students.
among the lS,OOO students who a total of 1,2S0 contacts. I asked Lucretia has been with Help-
attend classes here. That or- Jim who he felt were the major line since its inception and is one
I' ". •
ganization is none other than: forces behind the success of of the most well-known Helpline
HELPLINE. Helpline and he quickly replied, volunteers. As I looked into her
Yet, it is saddening to note that "The student volunteers have friendly eyes and the radiant smile
there are many students, here at been the active and vibrant par- on her face~ knew immediately
Baruch who are' either totally . ticipants who have kept the whole that she w . indeed a Helpline
unaware of Helpline or who have structure in action." "These member-fo. it is only at Help-
only skimpy details about what it students," Jim continued, "work line that one encounters the relax-
represents and the services made on a voluntary basis and give of arion and ease which was reflec-
available through Helpline to the their time and energy toward the ted in Lucretia's warm personali-
entire Baruch community. In service of helping their fellow 'ty. Lucretia feels that Helpline
order to clear up some of the students, and without and finan- has been successful but she also YOUR APPEARANCE
misconceptions about Helpline cial renumeration;" Jim pointed thinks that more students can First impressions count. Dress is
and to throw lignt on its major ac- out that right now there are about become involved in the project. very important on an interview:
tivities and goals, I held inter- fifty student volunteers in the Any students who has a per- Your mode of dress should reflect _.'
views recently with . the co- . Helpline program. sonal problem-s-be it relating 10 the posture of the profession to
Directors of Helpline, Dr. Jack In my interview with Dr. drugs, alcohol, sex, directions in which you are applying, i.e., if
. Sharff and Jim Perrone, as well Sharff, who also heads the Divi- finding an office or locating a . the profession is conservative,
with a numebr of student volun- sion of Counselling, he reaffirm- facility, or who simply needs a . ." dress conservatively. Ms. .Tan
teers who run the Helpline office ed the goals of He/pine: service to friendly, willing person to talk to, stated that, in the dress categOrY:
in ROOIIl: 5,16 of, tiJe 2~th street students wbo felt strange or. can just walk in to the Helpline The Resume . ... ,;, ~~~t:'-,;;ar~r~ ;",~~e!,;(Qrt.~~~,:)~n .
buiIdiDI._···;". "'," impersonal at Baruch and who office, Room 516, 46. East 26th . Your res~m~ i~ _,us,.~~'"n¥ \h~llrst -"~om.en..",Nolhig$.'beats Jl.200d-
.Jim,~idedme.with some in- needed' an outreach in the other- Street, or cancall 72S'-41-7'.during thing~a P9J~ntiaf~p1:)i~.~.If .~ t6P~.ing·"'s~{t:.~~:~i~r:.b~~~~~,....
.letestiDa .-GetaUs :aboQt .the,origin '. _wise ambiguous Baruch environ- : regulaf class' .hours.. Y.o~will YOlir resume doesn't wor~, ':,)'PJIr' club tieand, :bi$~p,q~¥a*,}~, '.'
~ of H;lplin~: As be told- m~;men~.J:?t~ .Sharff also Pointed ?utalwaY~~:,!d~ eager and helpful won't work! Your resumegi!es(don't forzet to polish tbO$esh~,.· " "" .
• - .;--- -,--- '--".- --.-, - u __.~.__ -~ ... ,-" •• _~ , hal i.~·wbert<counsdlmg gMtip"S~iulMtcthere" Willi" .'t6·'Y<Mia"stru~'UretC>·Work.Witlr:"itts'· andaYoid rolorfuisOckS!it:;. .~:,;·;·~· ... :.~-<~~~- ...
..
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Walter
Barandlaran
that the recent tutorial program .is
inadequate. A~ew comprehensive
~rogram . should be designed to
meet the needs of the students.
4. Lounge space has become an
acute problem to the students.'
they need a place to study, to sit
. or just to fa~1 asleep in. We don't
have these kind of spaces.
,J< 5. Financial aid distribution of
checks. I feel that it creates a lot
of problems. Many students form
-Iong lines. And students waste a
. lot of time and . miss classes
standing on line, as I myself have
experienced.
_Q Do you have a s~cifice plan
for remedying the current
lounge space problem? .
What I had in mind is basically a
proposal which is being drawn
up. I would call it the HFamily
Court Renovation Drive." I think
that since this building is now
being used for storage space and
because of the fact that we don't
have the money to refurbish it, I
Q What do you feeD are some think that we could get a bunch of
of the major problems' facing concerned students -that are
the students now? willing to volunteer their skills.
Some of the problems that the We can all go in there and
students as a whole have to face refurbish the building. ourselves.
are many, such as: Once the building is ready for
1. High prices in the Cafeteria. I occupancy, we could do many
think that students should expect thingsvwe could either transfer
.more for the- money they pay. certain adrninstrative offices there
2. Registration Procedures. and inturnuse these for lounge
a. They are far too complicated space. Or we can make these a
and too confusing. ·SOf.t. of home of the 'clubs and
b.: Hard··:for- ~ th~,. incoming then-esora .of.:like-another· student:
"Preshrrtenand SOphomores. . . center or in addition to the pres~
3. We have-a-very highdrop-out ertP,Ist:udemJ'eenterZi:so: mar-we
·rare·....-espeCialh;c." amonr;11ie" -diR"'¥tor-AJ6fIlyr'mr&\YT~-'>-'- .. ....,
_ ', ',' .:' 0.. ";'_ '_,:'" " _-:,. • "_' :0' "';" ,...... . _. . .,.' :-_~ • " .. _ ,.' _,"_ •....•.. '.~ • ".
Freshman and sornnrnes 'among space but also offices for dubs.
sophomo~es. This is a reflection continued on page 8
Walter Barandlaran \ .
. Yes., One year ago a commitment
was made by the' administration
that we would get the court house
building. We should have had it
this summer. If government were
really involved working, with the
faculty and committees and the
college, possibly we could have
gotten some lounge space right in
that building. That's one area you
can get lounge space immediatelv.
There is space available in
many classrooms that 'are not
used. The 315 (Park Ave. South)
building from which we. have to
. be 'out by ,~'80 or 81:,is not being
J us-etl~ :T-heteIs-a10\ 'oft'Spacethere. '
._. ~~l;~_~n'~' w~~ ~~~! ,~s~c:~!_J~e~e~-~paC"e'fh~~ :we:'-b~ve'lh~' IQU,tise,
space'. '-We have 'space, it is a
'~ciintmued on pageB
Hank Testa
or,
6. Most important I feel is
opening the doors to Student
Government, so if students have
problems, there is someone there
to represent them at all times.
This is not done now.
7. Why is the door or the bridge
from 23rd St. to the student
center locked? It should be open.
8. Students should be represented
on all committees and reports
brought back to the assembly,
which has never happened yet.
9. Lowering the. Freshmen
orientation weeks from 1Z to· 8.
, More rime, should.be -given 10 Jhe
(.M~s~fOiltstud.yiJ}g,and:ioOR.
o Q ,,;·PO.-¥01l. have. a..specifu;.pl~n
:~.,·do.: i.aue'~~·:t~,·~T~a;edY_~'ihe
current lounge space problem,
which you emphasized earHer?---
Hank Testa'
Q What .do you, ftel are the
major. problems facing the
students now?
I.~ We nave very Jittle ..tounge .
space, if anyand although I haver-
read .edit.orials and government
claims tq' have, been doing
something about it, nothing was
completed: We still -don't have
. new lounge space. And no one
can tell me that we don't have any
space for it because we do.
2. It is the Student Government's
. responsibility to 'regulate extra-
curricular' activities. The current'
government feels that extra-
curricular activities are not within
its sphere and it should sit down
. and make policies.. There is not
one Student Government in this
country thai sits and makes
policies for fifty-two weeks and
does not sponsor events and get
involved with student problems.
3. The prices of the cafeteria and
~the book store are too high andshould be lowered. '4: Initiating, implementing and
getting a used book store.
5. Outside activities. What is
.wrong with government spon-
soring ski trips, sponsoring clubs
that represent Baruch College
outside of the college. Going to
conferences' that represem-j rbe
'-' '. Sli1'dd1L'i~' 'the lLS-,.. Senate ·.jhat
'rel'resent~~lieSfud~s.:these .:are
the outside activities thai Baruch
must gel involved with.
.-
Q
.. -eh ris-N iles
. ,
.-
.-
is none, Student Government
. .' ~ ~ .
should play the role of. the
Ombudsman.
Q - '00 you have a s~cific plan
for remedying the current
lougnesapce problem?
I do recognize it as a problem. It
is riot anew issue. We would have
to work a plan out. I do not have
one now. I want to know exactly
how much space is allocated to
lounges, and how much should
be. Because I know that there is a
certain ration of lounge space for
students. But since I have not
been in Student .Government for
two years, I am not exactly
familiar with the issue. I don't
think I could have- kept abreast of
all the. detaisl. I am not totally
familiar with that.
allocated a sum of $6000. Chris Niles Q Should'~" you Be elected
C. Current ly the- Baruch -- President of~tf.~~S~G.~ would
Campus is short of 55,000 square ._ you advocate any fiscal budget
feet in lounge space. In an at- Q \Vhat .do you feel are the changes? -.
tempt. to remedy this situation, I major problems facing I do not know what the budget is,
have fought and thus far have students now? so I, wouldn't be able to say
acquired 3 of the 4 floors that we I. Briefly the privileges, rights whether 'I want to. make any'
originally 'petitioned 'for in the and interests are' being denied to changes because I have not-seen
'court house building, for student students by' the' bureaucrats of ,any budget published, since I was.
purposes. But I intend to stop this college., That is what is in office, I don'.t:-know what their
only after we get all 4 floor out of : basically wrong with this college. budget iS~'s91:.dOn't know what
thetoral 8, so that administration 2. Present Student'GO\femment is changes ifanYIshoutd.be made.
and student acquisition will be not student' oriented, . it . only Q 06 YoU'have a stkcificplan
equal. . serves itsown personal interests. tomiriimize . the registration
. The, aforementioned are just It's doing nothing, nothing is pr..oblem encountered' by
the foundations' that I have' laid ' happening. , students?
'air~ay~_,-)ruP: I" realiie"~a(~a 3. No ·'0ritbtids.man to hear the Yes, it'defiftfttl)'JisJi!(pi-oblem.·1 .
'rePreseritaiive'~: of"-;'l1.1~ '-ertiit--e '~fleviii~eS"iWihesluderttsaIi(fto ,do not' know how it can be, im-
student bday,~~hduld I'be electeii,"iry'to'solve~gi;~'\viitra, ptoved~ l'kftOWrwhat,the~obiem
·liIy job does::'ridt 'sto~ h'~'t)rlt~ ';a"''faeunY;'''Witmb&<~oF'':ari'·:ad.; , ;~;lfi~--'StilutiObf;)j ,.fMbtl8~t:
. merely begin~.:· . ',.' .:, ,'. ",' rilinistrator- 'or~ ~wh~er' .is-- .the . his, beCauSe tba! ~s' 'sOniethilll .
, ~- ,'... ~'ctintiriU8«foRptJge8.'..~$9 r~·O(then ghlM1" ~'n -lhei:e ' .. _. ',--'-':'_~~~l' .
, po \ ~~i",\- ~'_l ~ ~.".\" \'. •.. , . . Jd}t·&, !,.~J:-~~B~l!"'~";.J ;'~~1~;:'" :.J~~ ,~'ar.~i In~~t!~1.~7j~ ~{(i!: "
Charles Stuto
What .do you feel are the
major problems fac.ing
s{ uderus now?
1. St udent space: no place fpr
students to go to for a com-
fonable atmospher-e.
a. Lack of lounge space in
'particular.
; -b. Physi~ar condition 'of' the
y'
school-s-certain areas are', un-
sanitary, no vent ilationvetc.
2. Not proper representation in
st udent-facurly committees.
3. Need of developing a more fair
and equitable system of allocating
financial aid and scholarships. •
4. Cafeteria l~riCeSt.arfe tdoobh~gh';
for the qua Ityo 00' eing \~ . 0'
d Charles Stutoserve .
5. Need to attempt, to enhance minimize it by increase in social
social and academic life at . activities and weekend events.
Baruch. 10. Not enoug~ interactivities in
6. To improve the registration the Student Center. Need the
process; attempt to simplify institution of more facilities, like
,registration. my proposal for the institution of
a. Supply Teacher Evaluation the coffee house; .
booklets ar time of registration. . Q Do' you have a s~cific·.plan
b.' Print teacher names in the for remedying the current
schedule of sections. lounge spaceproblem?
·7. Thel.:urrenl calendar is not No.1 don 't.htive a specific plan, I
"properly organized. It is irn- have already insnuned my' plans
properly balanced and does not as follows:
provide for sufficient leisure time . A. I have fought to set. up a
for Sl1.idei1ls at the end of the' lounge on' the fifth floor of the
semester. 26th St. building behind the
"g~N.?!b'l\rl'i'~hi"1'4f"\he'fowerffig cafeteria.. -:,.", -' .""~~r~.~es:iH~~~~YHBk!s.(or~,~,~Y'~~:,i.~~lra:~~~~oJ~r'~loun;,'~~~g'_~e.·~;,~",~·tlrt.·'u~'nr'.ei
':at~ t\jkl1·rrght;.n~w.; (Tr,"selt!'ng ,'"';';'~ l.U1I. UJ'I .. ~' "U~n .
··liP~a1iS'e(foool(!s"dre-:t t;: .- :YW -.'tri6nieS~'''''After' '8, ':long"'~ battle,'
9.' Much' student 'aPathy and' finally Thursday·. 1~/14:, . they'
, .- "naw8T¢ .ess:;"'itt-empl";' J.o,:~t~.~tr{:i r~t:~'f!i~e
\ ~ ")~';)f\i'':)-~~'iU-cl\t\~.:.: " ,-,,'l). . ;) ',1::10 ._!6 . r.1~~.JELEJ"_ .5-- c - ..
_-:. .... _ ...... __ ~ .. ...-.-............... _ .....--..--_"'"-'_--._....__--..••.;- -- .....:._...-:_"O-:._~ ..... -----..~~~ ........'_.~.~~
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C.B.S. Platform
Government and the. ad-
ministration.
8. Creating an environment that
improves campus social life.
9. The return of the Dean of
Student's role to advisor for the
Student Government and not that
of dictator.
10. Create a watchdog committee'
to the Baruch
CollegeAssociat ion.
II. The exposure of incompetency
or .inefficiency of past student
. governrnents..
. 12. The reopening of the bridge
between the student center and
the 23rd Street Building;
1. A complete and continuing
commitment to students' rights-
a totally opened student govern-
ment.
2. The reopening of student
lounges.
3. Establishment of' a C0m-
prehensive tutorial program.
4. A call for an equally
representative united student
government.
5. The revival of free refreshment
programs in-the student center.
6. The strengthening of the
democratic process within student
organizations.
7. making, the. Ticker and the
Sentry independent of the Student
U.S.A. Platform,
'Debra Waters
..
cooperative. This will be operated'
by out students for 'ourstudents, .
with disregard for the' profit
motive. The goal: highest quality
service, lowest possible cost.
3. We further propose that a used
bookstore should be created in the
same manner as our regular
bookstore. This would offer our
students with an alternative to
overpriced new books.
4. We are painfully aware of the
lack of adequate lounge space-for
our students. Vv'.e believe it is the
rizht of students to be provided'
with areas where they may sit,
relax, studv, and t rv to unwind
. .
from the sometimes hectic routine
of college life. Therefore. we
propose that more lounge space
be made available for our use.
5. We further propose that the
s pa ce already provided be
refurbished and redecorated so as
to improve their quality. The
atmosphere should be cheerful
rather than dreary, so our
students will enjoy equanimity.
6. College life should provide us
with more than just a quality
education. The social atmosphere
should be irnpr oved upon.
Therefore. we propose that
student govt should promulgate
social activities, such as club
fairs. outings and intra-collegiate
events.
7. \\' e believe that all students
should enjoy the. facilities that
clubs have to-offer. Therefore, we
propose to allow all clubs free
advertising space in all our school
publications.
5. We~ropose to modify the
school calendar so as to, provide
our students with more leisure
time between semesters. This Will
provide us opportunities to
recover from our previous term
and to make plans for the up-
coming term,
6. We recognize the importance of
the Freshman Seminar Program
and commend its goals, but we
seek modification. We propose
that the length of the Seminar be
shortened 10 eight weeks from its
present twelve. Our intentions are
twofold:' firstly, we believe eight
weeks is sufficient time to cover
the agenda, since additional time'
has created a climate 'of boredom..
Secondly, as they are freshman,
the} require more time for exam
preparation, this condensation of
the program will provide this
valuable time.
Improvements In Quality of
Social Life
1. We assert that it is the right of
all students to receive first quality
sen ice at the lowest possible cost.
Therefore, we view with favor the
boycon of the cafeteria, and
would hope to see it extended to
the bookstore. This pressure
would force the operators IO re-
evaluate their pricing policies.
2. We realize these pressures may
not result in satisfactory action.
Therefore, ~e propose that
Student Gov t investigate the
feasibility of transforming the
cafeteria, (whose contract ter-
minates next. year> and the
bookstore into a st ude nt
While we are generally satisfied
with our institution, we would
like to see certain changes ef-
. fected. These betterments should
improve on our academic life as
well as our social life during our
stay. Theref'ore.vwe the members
of t he Concerned Baruch
Students do hereby endorse the
following plat form and pledge to
carry it out to the best of our
abilities. Together with the help
of our students we will once again
restore the greatness that' our
school once had.
Improvements In Qualit), of
Academic Life
1. We propose to provide all
students with the teacher
evaluations prior to registration.
2. We further propose that the
names of instructors be published
in our registration. booklets.
Together with the above men-
tioned, this will enable us to --
compile a meaningful and in-
telligent schedule of classes.
3. As we all know, registration is
one of t he most painful and
disheartening aspects of college
life. Therefore, we propose to
have members of our student govt
present during registration to,
assist students in any difficulties
they may encounter.
4. Vv'e recognize the fact that some
students may encounter some
difficulties m their studies.
Therefore, we propose that more
funds be provided for tutorial
services. These services should be
improved upon as to their quality
Walter Barandiaran A.B.B.A.-Platform
VOTE
VOTE
VOTE
H ELL 0 ! \1 y n arne I ~
\\'AL TER . BARANDIARAN.
and I am running for PRESI-
DENT of the DAY SESSION
STUDE·NT GOVERNMENT. I
decided to run on the INDEPEN-
DENT TICKET because I feel
that party affiliations damage the
ability of the'PRESIDENT to ap-
point capable people to important
positions within the Student
Gov't , If you elect me to office, I
would concentrate all my efforts
to those areas which affect you
the most.
Distribution of Financial .Aid
Checks, judging from my ex-
<-- per ience , is a "big mess." An 'Ef-
ficiency Proposal' will be
presented to the Registrar's Of-
fice to segment the recipients
'(students) in four sections-(A-F),
(G-L). (M-P), (Q-Z). and to
distribute all checks, (TAP,
BEOG,SEOG~ SEEK) at the
same time. This would reduce the
time that students have to stand
on line, and it will minimize the
loss of classes that students suffer
as a result of this wait.
-Registration procedures and'
course restrictions are inadequate
..and complicated, Especially to
the incoming Freshman and
~~~.~_.S9..QbQQloJ:.e~. For two (2) con-
s e c u t i ve days BEFORE
Registration begins an Orien-'
ration of Registration will be
offered so that we can minimize
confusion and reduce the
frustration that sets in as a result
of those long "Change of
Program" lines.
-The high Drop-Out rate
among Freshman and
Sophomores is indicative of the
inadequacies and inefficiencies of
the existing tutorial program. A
comprehensive Tutorial Program
should be designed to meet the
demand of those students in need.
Special emphasis should be put in
areas such as the ESL Program,
writing skills, and speaking skills.
These, I feel, are the absolute
necessities for any College student
who hopes to Graduate.
-Lounge space in Baruch
College has become a luxury item
for the students. There is no place
. to sit and study or just fall asleep.
We have available to us the
Family Court Building. We own it
but unfortunately, it 'cannot be
refurbished for lack of money. I
want to propose a "Family Court
Building Renovation Drive". It
would be designed to attract a
group of concerned students to
volunteer their s·kills; electrical
work, painting: cleaning, and
perhaps. some plumbing. We
would go to the Family Court
Building and within a month we
could get it ready for occupancy.'
Salaries? .Perhaps this could be
done through the Work-Study
Program.
-The number of jobs made
available by the 'Placement Office
is inadequate (.{) meet the demand
of Graduating Seniors. I think
that the Placement Office should
work closely' with Student
Organizations so that they can
concentrate o.p getting jobs in
areas such as Advertising,
Marketing and Management.
I have initiated a -proposal
whereby an ARBITRATION
COMM ITTEE 'consisting of five
(5) people (3 students, I Ac-
counting Professor, 1 Marketing
Professor) will be allowed, as
agreed by Mr. Bernard Wolff,
Owner and Manager of the
Cafeterias (4), to check his ac-
counting books, in addition to his
Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss
Statement, arid Receipts, to
.determine the exact picture of the
financial operations of the
Cafeterias. On the basis of its
findings, the Committee will
arrive to a decision and make
recommendations as to how much
the food.prices should be lowered.
Mr. Wolff and J have agreed to
abidy by their decision. We will
caB' this the, BINDING· AR-
BITRATION CONTRACT
between the Cafeterias and
Baruch's Students.
The ABBA PARTY continues
to endorse the concepts of
student services and programs
as set forth in its 1978 plat-
form and will work towards
establishment of the following
programs and projects in 1979:
Student Gove-rnment shall
continue to be accountable and
candid concerning govern-
mental monetary affairs.all
books, files and records of
Student Government including
those of the treasurer shall
continue to be open for review
upon' request. to any and all
concerned students.
2 To establish .a legal services
program ~r Baruch students
in order to assist those who are
in need of such legal services
both inside and outside of the
College.
3 To work towards a more
equitable distribution of the
Student Center Fee.
4 To continue improving the
physical condition . of the
school and' to eliminate un-
sanitary conditions and faulty
-venrilar ion systems and
provide additional lounge and
recreation facilities.
5 To establish monthly forums
in the form of a press con-
ference at 'which time students
can address questions to the
members of the Student
government.
6 To finalize (he establishment
of a coffeehouse in the Student
Center to provide a socializing
atmosphere in a comfortable
relaxed setting.
7 To insure proper represen-
tat ion on Student and Faculty
Committees.
8 To insure equitable financial
aid distribution including
grants, awards and scholar-
ships.
9 To' advocate weekend func-
tions at the College for the
purpose of furthering student
spirit.
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I'M AFRAiD-mAT
WON'T BE ENOUG-H.
HOW AOOUl SOMEnitN&
MORE VAuJEABLE.
LlKE THE JAMt'JeE YEN1
i :
Deborah Waters -N-
Louise Nelson EndorsedEditorial
W_alter Barandiaranfor
President
After careful deliberation. the editorial staff of The Ticker ha-
decided 10 support Walter Barandiaran for'Day Session Student
Government President.
We believe Walter Barandiaran, the independent candidate, i\ a"
honest, intelligent. straightforward. and enthusiast ic a candidate a"
could be desired. Hi" dedication 10 and involvement in Baruch'< ac-
tivirie-, and policies make Walter Barandiaran a very worthy can-
didate. It i" our hope and belief that if Walter Barandiaran i\ \UC-
cesvful in hi" attempt to become D.S.S.G. Prevident , Baruch will he
a better place for all of us.
This semester as well as in past semesters, The Ticker has been the
victim of political struggles for party control. Since The Ticker is the
only day school newspaper at Baruch, we strongly believe-as doe"
our entire vtaff-i-t hat this medium must he kept out of the control of
any and all of the student government political parties. It would be a
grave injustice for all of us at Baruch if The Ticker became merely
the voice of whatever political party happened to be in power next
sernevrer .
Therefore, we encourage you-we urge you-to vote for the IN-
DEPENDE/\jT candidates for TICKER ASSOCIA TION. These peo-
ph: are competent and trustworthy individuals-mostly journalism
major~-'whose goals are to assist in making The Ticker a better
school publication, and keep it out of the control of the st udent
-government.
VOle: Jacolow. Marone, Almodovar, Moskowitz, Salvatore
~ ---------
On January second, ballots for
the election" for Day Session
Student Government will be sent
out to all day session students. I
looked at the choices of can-
didates who were running for the.
president position. Of the five, I
believe only three ceuld handle
the job. Deborah Waters. Walter
Barandiaran and Chris Nile". Yes
Chris Niles, he has the best
platform out and as we all know
has the experience. He doesn't
have m~ch visable support among
students, which is probab-ly due to
the viscious character branding of
his name. A" to the allegations
pinned on Chris Niles, I honestly
cannot believe t hal any of these
alleged acts could happen without
Chris Niles being debarred,
arrested or assasinated, Walter
Barandiaran, president of The
Debate and Speech club, is a very
active person on the Baruch
~aIT!pus. He is also a very im-
pressive and. worthy candidate.
- I am, however, endorsing
Deborah Waters of the U.S.A.
party. I have personally known
Deborah Waters for the past year.
I -have 'found her to be a very
energetic, intelligent. hard-
working and beautiful person.
Deborah Waters is presently the
Vice-President of the Personel
Society of Baruch College and a
contributin-g member - of The
Black Students Organization- and
B.L.A.C.K~ She has been around
Baruch long enough to have a
good feeling of this school and
how to deal with it. I endorse
Louise Nelson of the U.S.A. for
the assembly position. Louise
besides being a good
backgammon player and
President of- Luxury Productions
lias worked hard and long with
many other organizations of
Baruch. Barbara Delfyett of the
U.S.A., and independents Keith
Almodovar, Sanford Jacolow,
Maria Marrone, Steve Moskowitz
and Diane Salvatore for the
Ticker Association. Susa Rosser
and Bryan Giff for Assem-
blypersons.
Daryl Williams
News Editor of the Ticker
Movies, etc.
To the Editor,
Looking back on the past term,
I see That Day Session Student
Goverrnent has improved social
life _at Baruch. The "Fall
Semester party" and "Club Fair"
b-rought thousands of students to
the-Student Center. Major movies
such as "Kentucky Fried Movie, " e
"Taxi- Driver" and "TheFront"
have appeared before packed
houses.
Proposition -13, while con-
tainingmany - improvements to
the present system, would hurt the
progress which we've made this
- -
------
at
Letters
past term. It is for this reason that
I have co-authored Proposition:
Party.
- Proposition Party is- an in-
novative method with which we
can make sure that social life at
Baruch survives. It proposes to
set up a separate, elected non-
political board (BeEB) to control
activities such as Street Fairs,
Club Fairs, Movies and Concerts.
It would be completely divorced
from Student Government.
Proposition: Party will make
up for the inadequacies of
Proposition 13. It will help clubs
to raise funds (through Club
Fairs) and it will make sure that
student activities do not become a
thing of the past. I urge support
of the proposition: Party.
- .
JayMoskowitz
Chairman. -Camput Affairs
Committee,
NoOn13
_Tothe Editor, - -
_ Having recently seen the-newly
drafted Day Session Constitution
along with "Proposition -13" I
must say that I'm in a state' or";:
shock. Although many positive--:
changes have -been made l regret -
Continued on page 12-
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Government. A. strong President
and Assembly are not what any
administration wants. When'
Student Government is strong
then you can truly represent the
entire Student ." Body. The
following election ABBA under
the leadership ofLynn Bursky
(Allen Lowey) won the right to
represent students. All the leaders
who lost offered to help with the
transisrion, this help was turned
down. Assembly meetings became
heated, fights occurred, Campus
Security was called and Assembly
meetings were closed to students.
A different type of government
ensued, nt a government for all
. .
,students, but a government for a
few. All social activities stopped,
no representation· of Baruch
exi;ted on CUNY committees 'or
national organizations, the
assembly dwindled to a few 5
. .
members which now make a
quorum. This is how it works, 2
CBS members, 2 ABBA mem-
bers, I Chairperson. If there is a
tie vote the chair breaks the tie.
The President refused -to appoint
new memb.ers, as prescribed by
the Constitution. There are 29
members, so a Quorum is 14j)lus
I. These are the same tactics that
. were .used before I became
President, Now we are beset by
another set of' problems-
Proposition 13 and a new
proposed -Constitution. These are
2 pieces of trash thrown at us at
election time. Who worked on
'these proposals? Why weren't
they advertised in the media?
Why were they thrown together as
one referendum? Last, but not
least, under the Leadership of
ABBA, why was a private
business operated out of the
Student Government Offices?
Were student monies being used?
I f so, who pocketed (he profits's-
Why was a private business run
out of Student Government
offices? Where were' the leaders
while this was going OR,? Why did
the Administration allow this? J
accuse the present .adrninistration
of illegal activities. I would have
never allowed this while I was
'President of Student Govern-
ment. While I was President I
advertised and appointed students
to the vacancies in the Assembly.
With the advice and consent of
the Assembly I filled those
. vacancies. In fact. I appointed
Charles Stuto .and Jocelyn Levi.
and other students who showed
an interest in 'government; they'
were appointed not because of
their party :affiliation; I, never
asked them to even join my party.
You can accuseme by rumors for
getting .things done, but don'!
accuse me of doing nothing... I will
not answer rumors, perhpas .these
rumors of me again, willbe used
to hide theirillegal activities: . . .
. " - .
:c.. '... ~_.... :~.: ....~.:. 'Y":"::-·._...~ .. '.....'-••••••Ae , ~
._.
Setting Things Straight
Let's set the Record Straight! nowhere, found 100 ballots. It
After years in business, I decided was not until the morning of the
to go back to school, with the count that the Honest Ballot
intention of going to Law School. Association was brought in. Only
Don't laugh, Baruch has an this too was to no avail, since a
excellent School of Liberal Arts. decision was reached that they
Last year, one of our students was could only be observers, while
accepted to Harvard and another government controlled the count.
to Yale. I had decided that I We had R & u representatives
would go to Law School. I came there during the count. We were
back with the intention of harassed even pushed and
studying for four years. However, punched. When the count was
when I arrived I spent the first finished Chris Niles was elected
semester studying and then get President (by approximately 14
involved in the Veterans votes) and Fran McGinn of
Association. I, with the help of Reform and Unity was elected
fellow Veterans, began 'working Treasurer. This was only the
on problmes affecting the loss of beginning. Students were called in
over 3 million Vietnam Veterans the middle of the night for
educational benefits, due to what meetings until they were forced TO
is called the delimiting date, that frsign from ofice or were thrown
is, all Veterans who have not used off the' Assembly for missing
their G.I. Bill for Education three meetings, meetings that they
would forfeit the benefit-so We were not even notified of. To
started first in CUNY, and then those members who stayed on and
National with a lobbying effort to preservered my sincere and
extend the date. We, at Baruch, deepest thanks. By the next.
started and accomplished a nine election R & U's name was taken
month extension for Graduate by the Government in power and
Studies and a 6010 cost of living we formed the C.B.S. party-
increase. It was during this time Concerned Baruch Students. At
that I carne into contact with this election,' we forced the
Student Governrnent , It was what Administration to bring in the
I saw that bothered me. Clubs Honest Ballot Association with
that did'. not support Student votingmachines~. a first for
Government received no' funds, Baruch college, to me, this would
- .
students were beng intimidated, be the first honest election in
and harrassed, monies were, in many years. We had Assembly
my estimation, being. used meetings with quorums of 25-30
illegally, (i.e.) equipment such as members at all times; now a
typewriters, cameras, film, tape quorum is constituted by 5
recorders, were being removed members. Government did not
from the school, private parties buy machines, or equipment and
were given, illegal elections were none that we rented were lost.
'i>
held with paper boxes used for Receptions were held open to all'
ballot boxes, students were paid students, all events that.
who supported Government, to Government sponsored were open
run the elections. The ballots were to all students, my office was
given out in class and carried back never closed. Coffee, tea and hot
to wherever they were to be chocolate were always .to be had
counted. All of these procedures by all students who entered; we
were controlled by Governments even had posters made advertising
in power. All of this time, this. W:represented Baruch at all
aproximately, 3 years, the Ad- CUNY meetings and .all student
ministration did nothing. It was conferences. Never once -while I
not until I got involved and was in office did I have secret
o!ganized the Reform and Unity meetings, call assembly' members
Party to oust those in power, that late at night, harass any student,
things slowly changed. At election in fact, when students came to my
time, and this was after being in office with any problem, I tried to
school one year, we, the Reform help them. Sometimes I was
and Unity Party tried .ro obtain successful, sometimes not. I
the services of the Honest Ballot represented the students at all
Association to run the elections; times; I was at all times, no one's
this was, however, to no avail. puppet, although I think ad-
The paper boxes .were again ministration' and certain clubs
brought out. This time, though, thought I would be. I asked the
. the Election was, controlled by Treasurer and the Fees Com-
Harry Gibbs, a non student, hired mittee to allocate all funds
at $200 per week to bean advisor equally. I believe they did.
to the President of Student Throughout this. time, I workeda
Government. Again, nothing was full time job, went to school' full
done about this. We, the R & U time and represented the students
party' 'S only tactic was to be to the best of my abili ty. I treated .
wherever thebaUot boxes were. no one group or club better than
being kept. _ Morning through any other, While I was President
night we stayed with the. boxes . students came first in all decisions.
and ballots. During this-period we . with the .administration. They.
pleaded with the Administration tried to block the ski trips that 'we
to' bring. ·the .Honest' .'B~lIot sponsored, 'stop 'receptionS that
Association in, at; Ieasrto count .. we .advertisedto allstudents, and
'the .OO,lIots. Harry -Gibbs~- from .. in ..effect . tried' to'~ken"'" .
,. ;. ,..
-.
••• e
.'
events.
to benefit himself, and his own
concern is not that of the
students.
My second case involves the
. student labelled the "voter".
Voters are a force full of stability,
thus enabling them to have a
voice in how their collegiate year
will be spent. The voter speaks
loud and clear for all to hear. He
proves that contrary to popular
belief, the government can be
made to work again. These. are
the collegiates who will vote for
the candidate that will serve. them
best.
The decline in the voter turn-
.~. .
outs could have far reaching
effects. The minds of students not .
applying themselves by voting
may become stagnant. We will
lose valuable individual thinkers,
accompanied by an absence of
self-reliance. With that thought, I
appeal to the honesty inherent in
every Baruchian, for only we can
break and make the course of
,.' :.
West Side
than perfumes and colognes, such
as 'Pierre . Cardin, . Tabu, .and
Musk for Men being sold, brand
names are seldom seen. Thus,
repairs for the merchandise is
either difficult or impossible. Yet,
the low cost incentive is over-
whelming.
The sidewalk entrepreneur
himself ~ also causes some
problems. One such problem is
the lost sales suffered by many
local merchants. They often
cannot compete with the low or
non-existent overhead of the
sidewalk "hustlers." Sidewalk
goods are. seldom taxed and this is
a very important benefit to the
hustler and his custorners..
Another side effect of the new
wave merchandiser is, congestion
or people jams. The two most
troubled times of the day are
lunch time and quitting time. The
flow of people walking in the
street is blocked with sidewalk
buyers who catch long glances of
appetizing items:' Some are en-
ticed by the calls of the sidewalk
merchants. Others are just
curious and want to question
what is being sold. It is somewhat
difficult to totally ignore the man
who chants: Test Tube Babies.
One Dollar. Be a father for 'a
dollar. If nothing else, a Ii ttle
interest is generated.
With the' Christmas season
. upon us, there should be. an in-
crease of sidewalk vendors. Once
'.. dominated by the frankfurter
man', the sidewalks have become
.open. markets' for .~ng,folks
with an .ability to sell. In a time
when the economy -is shaky and .
unanswered quesiionsv vrare .
everywhere, .the "n,ew .wave
businessman" .is . the answer for
many' people...
.." ~ .", :."'..
·f·. : ....~ ';..'~ ". ':~:' ... ">:
East·Side
Why Students Do/~
-Don't vote
. by Mindy Koopman.
There- are many opportunities
for students to publicly. express
attitudes toward our system of
government. this is done an-
nually by voting for their fellow
· ,
students.. Many students use
negative phrases to describe our
srudent-governmem.: Either they
are "fed UpH, disillusioned or
angry .. -They believe the govern-
mentsuffers from corruption and
pay-offs. There are two type of
students; the non-voter and the
voter. These students either
disregard their ballots which are
· mailed to 'them, or select the-
candidat~~ with the best per-
sonality. _
Let me bring to light :two cases.
The first deals with the "non-
voter". The non-voters are
politically powerless, and they
deprive themselves of their
participatory democratic rights.
The non-voter thinks the purpose
of the official in not being
scrupulously candid, is merely out
b)' A. W.
They are everywhere-uptown,
downtown, on the east side and
on the west side. They are selling
everything. From women's
sweaters to children's toys to
kitchen utinsels. And now they're
even selling test tube babies,
that's right, test tube babies. They
are the' new businessmen (or
womenj-s-the sidewalk merchants
who are as diverse in character
and .style as they are in mer-
chandise. They are everywhere
and making money.
The are to selling merchandise
on the street is by no means new.
This is proven by the presence of
Delancy, and 14th S1. During the
depression many people were
forced into this' 'ness because
of te economy. L·.' .. he New Deal
began to take effect, people
happily gave up their apples and
pencils for more substantial
occupations. ..
· However, there seems to be a
resurgence of the sidewalk
merchant today. With high costs
<,
.and high prices, he seems to be the
right· relief to the consumer's
weary pocketbook. The low prices
for'.'acceptable" merchandise is
tasteful to the consumer's 'desires
and helps to stretch his limited
dollars. The variety of merchants
offer the shopper a wide choice of
items. He can browse and pick as'
if . he were· in Macy's or
Alexander's, Still, quality maybe
. different . but the' benefits are
. appealing. . There are other
distinctdifferences.
For one; i~eare little or .~ .
guarantees-on .the" merchandies,
The consumer must -forego.<ex-
changes of refunds rorIow prices.:
Also, there. is. a. ·Jack. of brand
· .... ... .. " ,"
names on.the streetmarket. Other
<:
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might explain it by' askingc as did
Lincoln in. his defense of'
suspension of habeau. corpus,
"AJe all thelaws, but ,one, to go
unexecuted, and the government'
itself go to pieces lest that one be
violated?" In fact, reference to
common rules of parliamentary
procedure or even ro Webster's
indicates that a quorum is an
a r b i t r ary figure set by
preestablished procedure and is
not automatically 51010 of a given
body of legislators. Ms. Bursky
has apparently been scrupulous in
acting within the limitations of
t-he Baruch Constitution, while
aggressive in advocating that the
only relevant government is one
which can function.
-Once a government is made to
work, one must ask what purpose
, ,
it will' serve. Even institutions
conceived as broadly democratic
'-.J ' ,
may fall prey to special interests.
Much recent electoral anger in the
U.S. is directed at taxation and
spending which are not responsive
to popular needs. At Baruch
special interest demands on
.. student fees- range from: the
frivolous-free.-fooq-, to _ "the
serious, bUI ,coAtellliOus--contri:--< .
: butions to ethnic and racial
political- action groups. At
another level, 'pressure ro provide'
funds to the University Student
Senate is seen as further in-
creasing t he , alienation between
students and those who spend
their money. Ms. Bursky's
policies in this area have been
designed, first, to regulate
spending and make government
more efficient and second, to
make those who spend' ac-
countable to the student body .
There are only two alternatives to
her policies: spend wherever
demands are made and risk
bankruptcy or allow funds to be
spend freely by and for those with
organized political clout.
•
The proposed new constitution,
while adopting the checks and
balances contained in the U.S.
Constitution, provides even
greater safeguards against abuse
of' power. Article I Section 10
creates a Chairperson of the
Student Council. Such an office is
necessary inan institution marked
by . indi fference and ":factional .
con f Ii ct. A nan a 10 g-o us '
organization, the U.S. H9uSe of
Representatives, has achieved
greatest power under' ·the
leadership 'of strong Speakers.
Similarly, creation of the office of
Council Secretary (Art. I Sec. 11)
provides a means to centralize 01
ands'ystematizeCouncil - ac-
tivities. President, Chairman and
Secretary working in cooperation
should provide' meaningftil
leadership on benalf'ofsttident
interests. The. third 'and' most'
representative feature (AriideJ II)
· .., continued on"ageJ3 .
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Political Science Society
David Edelblum, PRES.
Howard Recht, V.P.
Allan Saunders, SEC
Paul Sallarulo, TREAS.
Pro Bursky
., -_ -". _ '--: ~ ... ,.... : .". _:._-.' _~ljl'~ _ _ "'.4'-'.
whose constitutions they've lost.
At this time, we do not know
whether we are chartered or not,
and we have repeatedly made at-
tempts to find out from .the stu-
dent government. However, any
time we approach the stud<:,nt
government, we are told that no
one is available who knows any-
thing about themauer. Without a ,
doubt, this reflects unneeded bur-
eaucratic red tape and inefficien-
cy in a government that is not re-
sponsive to the needs of its stu-
dent body.
The Political Science Society
has a solid nucleus of 25-30
members and we've all paid our
mandatory student fees, yet we
are being denied the oportunity to
receive what is rightfully ours.
With such a membership list, we
are entitled to a few hundred dol-
lars per semester.
We hope this letter will finally
shock the iriept student govern-
ment into fulfilling its delegated
responsibilities. These elected re-
presentatives were not placed in
office for reasons of personal glo-
ry, or to maintain a "head trip".
They were elected to provide a
service to the student body who
put their trust in these people; we
t~e people have ~ right to respon-
sive government.
to the new .Con-
opposition to
and effective
Poli-Sci Club &
Chartering Committee
contingent upon an individual; it
should be contingent upon a
system's organization and
purpose.
These students should also be
praised for: their formulation of
Proposition 13 for it is a
document worthy of the support
it is receiving from students.
One intent .ofthe proposal is to
establish independent student
media at Baruch College a long
awaited change. Eliminating the
Student Government as the source
of funding to the newspapers and
the radio station will help to
ensure a free and unbiased press.
It also, sets standards of quality
for journalists and staff members
in addition to Association
members.
The passage of Proposition 13
will liberate clubs from Govern-
ment restrictions and unfair
budgeting processes. Respon-
sibility for entertainment of the
student body will, be shifted
toward the Student Center
Program Board ,rather than the
Student Government.
Student Government needs
funds which allow them to fulfill
their responsibilities protecting
and advocating the rights and
interests of Day Session Students.
Student Government was not
meant to be in the entertainment '
business.
,Opposition
sti tut ion IS
democracy
representation.
Opposition to Proposition 13 is
only manifesting itself in those
who want to keep the purse of
Student Government unduly
large. They are obviously more
concerned with "spending"
money than they are with
representing students.
Respectfully
Richard Aceto
Dear Sir:
Knowledgeable and reasoned
criticism of political officeholders
and their policies is to be en-
couraged. Unfortunately, recent
evaluations of the incumbent
Student Government has been
. uninformed, partisan and
scurrilous in tone (see letter by G.
To the Editor, Streator and corrective reply by
In September of this year, poli- B. Lynch, Ticher, December 6). A
tical science majors decided to case in point is the charge of
form a club for majors in political "dictatorial" behavior made
science, and all students interes- against the Student President.
ted in this academic field. It's While not taking any stand
been approximately 3 months whatsoever in the upcoming
since we filed our charter and all election, Lwould like to examine
supporting materials, and have that charge in the light of three
recently been "officially" in- key features of Ms. Bursky's term
formed that our club is not char- in office: (1) short-term structural
teredo As a result, we are there- reform, (2) attempts to discipline
,fore, denied our measly funding the spending of student fees and
of 200 dollars per Semester. In (3) long-range reform in a pro-
light of'this statement, the delay posed constitution.
regarding our charter has been the Parliamentary rules assume at a
result of negligence on the part of minimum that legislators desire
{he Chartering Committee which' their' government' to wo-rk.
had not met until the end of No- Legislative indifference and
vember: when they did meet, we obstructionism may be correctible
were not informed of our status. only by a decisive executive. Ms.
Our source in student government Bursky,' sensing" that the,
"unofficially" informs us that traditional' majority quorum
the Charter Committee has lost made Council action impossible,
several club constitutions, and reduced . that 'quorum to a
due to this negligence, refuses to workable number. If that decision'
officially recognize new clubs had been extraconstirutional, one
.. .. .. .. . .. - ., ". '. .
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aspects stand out 'in the Con-
stitution the above alone is more
than enough todo away with it.
As a closing note let me say
"don't be fooled by what the
highlights of the constitution
say." If the constitution, along
with Proposition 13, should
appear on this years election
ballot read the entire document-
you'll be convinced to VOTE NO!
Howard Jolson
Treasurer, Day Session Student
Government
YES on 13
\
•
To the Editor:
To be highly praised and
congratulated are those students
whose diligent efforts have put
forth a, newly organized Day
Session Student Constitution and
a proposal, Proposition 13, which
reorganizes Student Activity Fee.
Besides establishing a workable
system of checks and balances,
thus eliminating the present
absolute power of the President
e.g. "The President shall have the
power and the responsibility to
represent the (sic] assemble
whenever and wherever
necessary" contained in Article
IV Subsection 1 of the present
Constitution, the'" proposed
Constitution insures more effective
representation of Baruch
Students; the newlv created
Student Council would be
composed of 10 members elected
at-large from the freshman
and/or sophomore classes and 10
members elected at-large from the
JUnior and/or senior classes.
Under the guidelines of the'
constitution we are forced to
operate under currently,
inherently guarantee vacancies on
the Assembly thereby precluding
effective representation. Con-
sidering that the greater majority
of Baruch students are enrolled in
the School of Business and the
majority of issues presented
before the Assembly are not
related to the individual Schools,
the present guidelines, which
prescribe representation of 2
people from each class in each
school virtually defy statistical
probability!
Also included In the new
Constitution are provisions for
.direct student participation in the
legislative process.
What is so monumentl and
revolutionary about the new
Constitution is that it will finally
gear Baruch's Day .Session
Student Government toward
representing students rather than
entertaining them.
A Constitution which
prescribes a formula for goal
displacement, irresponsibility,
and fiscal mismanagement cannot
possibly gear a student govern-
ment toward colectivelyfocusing
on policies and issues concerning
Baruch students.
Democracy should not be
~ [0 say that the negative changes
greatly outway' the positive ones.
As mentioned in Article 11,
Section t . it states that no person
over age 28 may run for the office
of President. Although I have not
quite reached this age I question
the legality of such an act. Would
it be proper to have a phase of the
constitution reading "No female
may run for the office of
President." I for one don't think
so. _Jt' appears apparent that
neither does Ms. Bursky.
Having held the position of
Treasurer for close to one year I
can best speak out on the new role
of the Treasurer, as mentioned in
ArticlcLl . I can say that no one
"in their right mind" will run for
such a position since the job has
literally been slashed to carry no
more authority than the people on
my staff presently have. People are
presently hired on a paid bases to
do what the new role of the
treasurer would be. It has been
quite difficult getting people
interested in these positions on a
paid basis let alone on a com-
pletely voluntary one.
As far as Proposition 13 goes
most people will agree with me
that if Tunds are. reduced there
will be Titerally no student ac-
tivities on campus.
Fundraising is by far roo'
complex and will simply not
work. If I'm wrong about this
why will Student Government be
getting a direct fee of $1.00 per
person? Why can't they use fund
raising to get the money they
require?
Personnel Administration is
more than JUSt finding the right
person for the right job. In
todays market environment it
often involves career develop-
ment, job analysis, and personnel
training. Knowledge may be
required in such areas as politics,
union-labor relations, or af-
firmative action guidelines.
Personnel Administration is
becoming more and more
"specialized," concluded Ms.
Smith, ,and there is much room
for opportunity.
Lc~al\[Y questions also arise
with "Proposition 13." Ac-
cording to the referendum it's
supposed to take effect prior to
February 1979. This would be
unheard of since the Board of
Higher Education has to approve
all fee changes.
Before going on let me say that
I, truly feel the, Bursky Ad-
ministration madean attempt in
<; good faith to improve the con-
stitution. Unfortunately, as can
be seen they have failed to do so.
Most of us probably 'realize, that
although change can be good it's
rather difficult to implement
especially when you try to
r .
restructure an entire organization '
over night, which is exactly what
the constitution would do.
Although other ,negative
\ '
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by Sharon D. Chambliss
your fance
But only it its not too chancy
And sometimes 'you make me
feel like a Queen
And I devour the words you
know you don't mean
then you leave me, locking me
. into my closet
With little more thought than
were I a bank deposit
And I sit there in my dwindling
glory
Trying to recount the words of
the story
"I am a Queen by my own birth
right" ...
And I know that the next time
you open the door and
reach in to my despair
You will feel nothing but thin
air
by Diane Salvatore
To you who do not tell me
The things I'll never ask,
To you who do not ask me,
All the things I want to tell-
And guided by a dagger glinting
moonlight v
Who knows you'll join my side,
Swimming waters to the other
side of hell,
To clutch the locks you know
will chain me
To freedom's sweetened cell.
To you who do not touch me,
To you who ne~er fathom
Thatsome sorted stranger.
should know your verysoul,
To its depths and all its secrets,
.To its heights and all its
passions,
Passing no more than few small
inches
In miles of worlds apart.
and he claims to be straight
stony face of a molten rage
buldgeonsmy psyche with
bitter disappointment not easily
appeased .: ,
by the' kinds of words of a
friend'
"I thougfttyou~d'liketo' k.now":'
I sit in the dark and wait
knowing that this can't be fate
Wishing that the phone would.
rmg
Hoping that through it your .
voice would sing
Drawing me from the depths of
my confinement .
I am a queen by My own birth
right
over whom knights have fought
many a fight
But their faces I do not see
For in my mind there is but you
and me
I will rein forever, ruling the
hearts of many a man
But yours I know I never can
You do not see me sitting on my"
throne
For you have a Queen of your
own
You come to me when it meets
To you who do no~ know me,
To you who never dream
That I've been standing, staring'
From a distance
At your movements, at your
moments,
At every flex of hands,
At every flash of smiles,
Knowing that I'll never be a pan
Within the heart of hearts
That is already mine.
To you who do not see me,
To you who do not glance
My way when I've been sear-
ching
In your eyes,
For a hint of some compassion,
Fora clue of some devotion,
Hoping that you'll only un-
derstand
That. the time is slipping through
my fingers,
And the song is running through
my mind.
-ForLouis-
"To you
who do not know me'
with his rags and Bioomies lie
he looks the perfect man-to take
by the collar and plant a kiss
on his cheek
down his neck and
-rear his-shirt down wide to
-love his breast _
, Wild:claims & pepsodent smile
enhance the crease to his
pa-I)ts· .
hanging'
. . down astride, his 'leg
Cordially
John Bauer
Chairman, Psychology Dept.
Dear Professor Mikulsky:
Professor M. Mikulsky
Campus Planning
, Box 290
My mid thought of tender arms
in which an angel sent
my head dropped so heavily
and off to sleep I went
_ In my nightmare }'OU went away
I watched you walk from my life
You said you cared so much for
me
but loved your future wife.'
by Maria- Marrone
and I knew it couldn't be wrong
the night was fiHed with passion,
the windows couded with steam
We moved within a fantasy
that felt just like a dream -
Out time ceased all (00 soon
We checked on the clock
You turned on the motor
and flew down the block.
Censorship
Resolved
You kissed me goodnight so
slowly
I held you with all my might
You thanked. me for out night
together
and soon drove out of sight
As I sat in my cold dark room
Knowing I'm in so deep
and wanting you next to me
I cried myself (0 sleep
Sincerely,
Steven Kohn, Senior Lab. Tech.
Department of Natural Sciences
you are doing.
Thank you so much for your
response to my letter of
December 8, 1978. Inviting the
.art ist while you explained the
matter to me provided an entire-
ly satisfactory conclusion to this
situation .
You were confused on what to
do
and seemed shaken with fear
You neglected looking in my
eyes
afraid I might shed a tear
I explained to Y9U I'd un-
derstand
if you -couldn't stay
I hoped you wouldn't change
your mind
and have to go away .
We circled around once or twice
I told you to stop at the park
Everything was still at the park
Everything was still and peaceful
You looked so good in the park
YQU sat there in total silence
as I moved closer to you
You starred with those big sad
eyes
Wondering what to do .
I
'.<J.
I put my arms around your neck
I knew I drank too much
I put my mouth upon lips
Wanting to feel you touch
We lingered in each other's arms
A time that seemed so long
It was exactly what I dreamed of
stances I was the (almost ex-
clusive) film critic for Ticker for
about six. of the ten years .that I
have worked at Baruch. I must
admit that I have not read Ticker
for eorrte time, but over the last
-----several weeks I have been reading
every issue. While I do not
necessarily agree with some' of
Ticker's editorials (I'm not
SU PPOSED to agree all of the
time) or the thrust of some of,
Ticker's articles, I must say that it
, is a pleasure to see that the quality
of writing, reporting, editing and
everything else that goes into,
making a good newspaper has
improved very much since I gave
up writing film reviews.
It has been many years since I
have been into Ticker's offices.
Tell me, does it still make one feel
like they've walked into a "take'
on the "One Flew Over The
Cuckoo's Nest" set?
With admiration for the job
0_
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I was detained for minutes or so
and asked you please, to wait
When I came from the ladies
room.
you met me at the gate
A friend of hers spotted me
moving quickly with a hop
She asked me if I saw you
and my heart just stopped.
.CRITIC
,You met mein the cold damp
Eve
by our favorite meeting cite
and you tried to act so innocent
under the dim street light.
You promised to meet some
friends
if! the newly managed bar
but you rushed me along
and headed to the car . . .
I lied and said I hadn't ~'"
You probably went to a store
I trotted over to the car
and quickly 5lammed the door
I told you what just occured
and asked you to hurry on by
Suddenly you thought you had
trouble
and looked like you wanted to
die ...
Dear Mr. Koenig:
Through a series of unusual
and rather complicated cicum-
is the institution of Treasurer with
quasi-indedendence from the
Executive. A post-Jacksonian
constitutionalinnovation, such as
an independent, office is designed
to provide centralized
management of funds while being
responsive to the electorate. This
and the above two innovations
belie the charge of dictatorship
levelled against Ms. Bursky. Her
proposed system should prove
similar to her term in. office:
dynamic, fluid and responsible. It
deserves careful and favorable'
consideration.
Yours truly, 'Roy L. Whitaker
Adjunct Assistant Professor
~ Letters
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group's versatility as the beat is
one with a sassy .latin feel.
Congas, and shakers sound off in
the background.
The rest of the album is more
of the same smooth harmonies,
and . varied instrumentations.
Firefall will again enjoy success
with ·'Elan".
Streett. Ms. Streett's graphics are
influenced by Edward Gorey and
especially appropriate in Bierce's
Devil's Dictionary, a delightfully
nasty little work sure to excite yoU
all. Eulogy n_ Praise of a person.
who has. either the advantage of
wealth and.. power; or the' con-
. sideration to be dead.
lyrics. The harmonies are
flawless.
One of the best tunes the group
has ever done is an up-beat love
song "Good Bye J Love You".
Thi~ong delivers frantic per-
cussion and tight guitar work,
with tender lyrics.
"Sweet Ann" shows the
nucopia of some of our favorite
ladies of the screen. You could
00 on this one.
~-e----......--------
Firefall's"Elan~~.
hi g h l i gh t.e d by 0 l i v i a ' ~ Lovin':" is absolutely the most
tremendous vocals reaching the seductive. thing Olivia has . ever
skys. done. This will suprise many of
The biggest departure for Ms. her long time' fans; Along .with
NeWlon John is the t,ide track strong per~sionQlivia's.~
uTo/ally HOI". A funky disco are· sensual, . as- 'sh~ squeals,
beat, wid1.abass~.&W.J.arJine•.and _squ~s.._aDqspilS..9_uU11-~.Iy",~~...
atofchyhontsectlon, blends·well ·A change of.pKe.is~ed
with John's sensual vocals. on "Dancin' round and Round:'
The ballads on the album are a country flavored tune. The
much stronger then anything she guitar work is donewithcomplete
has ever done. The strings and percision, as this song could pur
orchestrations are not nearly as _ Olivia back on the country cha~t.
lavish or lush as before, which For the. first time Oliva
accounts for the stronger and Newton-John has ~ritten 2 songs
tighter sound. On U Never on the album, one of them being
Enough" John caresses the tender uTa/~ To Me", an extremely
~ . lyrics with her sweet vocals. This catchy .' tune; lead by a catchy
soft, flowing MOR· tune is a chorus and a brassy horn section.
definatestandout. Without a doubt this is a new
A remake of the Spencer Davis revitalized Olivia .Newton-John.
Group classic "Oimme Some The back-up group of musician
continued onpage'16
/
THE:rICKEA
OLIVIA"STOTALLYHOT
Firefall, who has scored with'
consistancy on the pop charts
over the past few years has put
together another pleasurable set,
in "Elan". The group· moves
from Mellow, Movin' easy music
to peppery rock, which keep the
album flowing smoothly.
The group uses a well rounded'
assortment. of instruments to
achieve their unique sound.
Firefall is one of the few groups
today to consisranrly use flutes
and harmonicas in their music.
Even with their great assortment,
the groups best instrument is their
harmonies and vocals. They are
smooth and flowing and at times
sound similar to C.S.N 0
The first single to be .released
from the album is "Strange.
",'ay". The sound is tight with a
buildi chqrus. A L on flavored
break is a e towards the end, to
add the perfect touch.
The band takes a laid back
stand on "Count Your Blessing".
This tune showcases good
melodic guitar work, and strong . ,
A .Child~s Garden of Grass by
Jack Margolis & Richard
Clorfene (Ballantine 51.95). This
is a new paperback edition of the:
classic 1969 pot users guide.
Although it's been updated, it has
not stood. 'thejest of time. The
language is very cutesy,and you
'could . probably. find out more
, factual information from any kid
, on the street. For beginners only.
The BOOkshelf
b~' Sand~' Jacolo'"
WhenOli\"ia Newton-John
played Sandy in the movie
"Grease" it. gave here theop- :>
portunity to change her sweet and .
'.. -.innocent . im~...1Lalso-.PY.ehef.;
lhe'Oppori-unit}'l~move-Jromher
, .
'. classification. of being a MOR,
Country queen. She has arrived
with her most versi fied album to
date in, UTotQ/ly Hot" . Newton-
John uses her new found range to
come .up: with a variety of up-
tempo rockers, powerful ballads,
and even a hot disco number.
In just a few weeks since its
release the first single from the
album "A Little More Love" is
~doing quite well. This is one of
Olivia's most up-tempo efforts in
a long time. The strong chorus is
SEDAKA BOMBS
Kiss: Solo's
b~' Barucli Diamond across the sky.!1 can't stop the
We're all familiar. with KISS; rain,lHere i~ comes again.!Cause
one of the most hyped hard(?) lightning only blinds my eyes,
rock groups of the 70's. They are - -Peter Criss-The Cat Man
the group with the wierd make- Ace Frehley-
up.' They are the group whose. "Space" Ace is his nickname
first eight records have sold over and he plays lead guitar for KISS.
. thirty million copies ,(KISS, He wrote about 10 percent of the
Dressed To Kill, Hotter Than material KISS uses. He wrote 5
Hell, Alive I, Destroyer, Rock & and co-agthored another 3 of
Roll Over, Love Gun, & Alive- these songs. '
each one certified gold or "Speedin' Back To Mv
platinum). They are Peter Criss, Baby"-isa rocker to be sure, but .
drummer, Ace Fehley, lead not the usual KISS ~tuff. The end
guitar, Gene Simmons, bass of the song has nice back round
guitar & Paul Stanley, lead guitar. vocals. This song was written by
In the past, the penning duties Ace & his wife Jeanette.
for KISS have not been left to "Snowblind" has the -KISS
Peter Criss and this could be a sound. Ace cleverly places himself
mistake. He has written .only .within the song by using echoes,
. about 'five percent of theKIS'S watch:
material recorded, including . "I'm snowmlhd.!1 can't see a
"Hooligan9; off the "Love Gun" thing.!I'm snowblind.!1 don't
album, and "Beth" off the wan t to sin g . / I'm
"Destroyer" album. "Beth", if snowblind.z Need a familiar
you recall, was their biggest hit on face.z I'rn snowblind/I'm lost in
the-pop/top 40's chart. space-space-ace-ace-ace."
Criss is a good writer & co- "New York Groove" is voted
authored only 6 out of the ten to be the "most different song"
songs oil his album. This is un- on this album. Most of the
fortunate because all the songs..he material sounds like it came off a
had something' to 'doWiih'were KISS record. The idea behind the
very good. He singsatl lead.vocals separate KISS solo albums (aside
& has a crisp, clear voice as we from draining money from .poor,
know from "Beth", his only helpless KISS fanatics) was so
KISS solo thUS' far. . . that eachcould record his own
The opening.CUt is "I£M Gonnatype of' style, use his creativity.
Love You" which can best be . Frehley wrote new songs but is
desaibed·r.as. -a-~ r«m•._· ,l,CXL..often- Slickiaa .to.~.the*KlSS
~~Tossing-a'Tummg~' ·15 'an early soumL- - . .
sixties-type hand-clapping tune. The second side is better than
I've heard this version- and the the first only that in each song,
original and I like this one better Frehley takes my advice (I wonder
(I'm a sucker for remakes). This where I got the idea from), and
song offers good sax playing and does something different. "New
above average percussion. . In York Groove" (the only song
"Don't Let Me Down" Criss does where the writer's credits are not
back-up vocals as well as regular Frehley's) starts with. hand
vocals. It's a slow song, but it's clapping, (well it is something
words are some of the best on the different for a KISS member).
album. "Wiped-Out" is. okay, but had
-~ "Baby,/Don't you let me . the percussion been brought up ."
down.z'Don't you leave me from &.made louder, it would
·lonely,/Don't you run around.z I have made a pretty good disco'
said babY,/When I'm on the song (honest, it ain't hard rock).
ground.z l ' try to keep m,c~in "l'~ In Need Of Love" has a
up,/Fell I'm falling. further secuon:
down. ... "Sometimes I need some -
. "KISS The Girl Goodbye" has . love/Sometimes I feel on
some hauntingly beautiful guitar top.!You know, but I hate to
hooks. "Easy Thing" & "I-Can't start.zCause then' we have to
Stop The Rain" are-both slow but stop. "
BEAUTlruL songs. Let me end Lastly, "Fractured" blends
Criss' review with a quote from some' good guitar work with
". Can't Stop The Rain"; synthesizers for a fairly good
"I can't stop .the rain,/Here it Instrumental (also not a usual
comes again.lLightning. strikes KISS type of song).
.... T'-rsday, December 21,.1978
.-
GuenllaTactics . in the Job
Market by Tom Jackson (Bantam
$2.5$). An amazingly well
thought-out guide on bow -to
choose the career that's right for
y~ to get a job, create.a' job,
plan Y9ur future, and otherwise
manage your career. A -truly - The Best nullR OR TV: COlD-
Four Fabulous Faces by' Larry beneficiai book for anyone un- merciaIs 'by Jonathan priCe
Carr - (Penguin $12~95). A sure of a career, or looking to get' (Penguin $8.95). An outrageOus ..
-Neil Sedakais on his way out . SlrongerEl?ei:J'diiY~' gargantuan paperback featuring .ahead~' book gI~fying, .anaiyzingand.:i'
for the secondtime in his career. The material' on the album is photos, photos.and more photos. . ...' ,condemning tv" commercials,". -.',
··~JP..m~~~:r!f~M!n~~&;'~t~~iC,~M~I~~~~~t~:'::iZ~~::-'=::'=~:to't :'::::: .. ..' ~
There are only tWo.'~ecent tunes. -rhe styles Sedak~· uses are oqt- Gloria. Swanson,· and . Joan '.F.ttles '. of ·A.brose Bierce.intrijuing commercials•. Once'you· ::.~
. on·the~a·lbum:.-thetitletracic - datect._···· ., '..... - . .' .;..' ..... Crawford.·SOO pages' .<in·black. . (Stemmer·HoUsie-$7.9S. eadt). ' uDderstand::~~'behind'>'" .:: .. ,'.~:~
. .... . '. . .... . ... '. .-: . ' .' . ,. .'. '" . . ' ..- ,- . .- ". ". - . '. , '. " '.' -......'andthe:ttaeme-~!r~tlieG1ov- .Sed._· should·.bavemir:ed·oD '., .alK\':.Wlrile,·of c~rse.With.·UD- . :Over•."peI''*k ;.«tiiiQl1$:~of.~-··fiiN'vr~cdOn.. :)'Oit·c::an'f~ ".:':;;t;
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craze; tuxedo, suits, are sure to be
thel1ii' of-the party~-Keepljfnllria--'---
other colors, like bold reds,
shimmery lilac'- or dynamic
turquoise instead of traditional
white, to wear with the sleek
black slacks, and, square cut
jackets. Disco dresses with form-
fitting bodices and billowing
skirts in eye-catching shades are
also positive to cause a sensation.
But if you really want to sparkle,
the latest fad, enticingly 'slit, -low
cut dresses' in scintillating gold
and silver threaded fabrics, will
definitely put you in the-starring
light! For guys, a suit consisting
of a well-cut jacket and pair of
slacks makes a great-looking
outfit with a tailored silk shirt. A.
silk scarf worn under the lapels 'of
the jacket is a, must for the
fashion conscious fellow. ...-
With the variety of fashion-this
holiday season, that special
unique look exists for you!
bureaucrats do not get away
with any high-handed prac-
tices.
S Create a grievance committee
'to receive student grievances,
and to take them to the ap-
propriate department of the
college for resolution.
6 Give student organizations
voice in the allocation of fees
as follows:
a. What proportion goes to
rhe Assembly.
b. What proportion of the
balance goes to each of the
various student organizations.
7 Create a position for: Vice
President for CI~b Affairs,
.who shall be elected. by the
clubs to advocate the point of
view of the clubs.
8 End the traditional restriction
on Line Item 4 of club budgets
(Food).
9 Establish a deadline for fees to
be' allocated, and impose a
penalty on the Assembly for
not meeting the deadline, A"
constitutional ame-ndment'
, -shall ,'authorize' theiBaruch
College, Association to enforce ~.
rhepenalty.".'." - - -',-', ~",
FashionScene
Chris Niles
Restructure student govern-
ment to place greater emphasis-
on survival aspects of student
life:
a. Financial Aid
b. Tutoring
c. Emergency Loans
d. Free or Subsidized Lunches
2 Create position for: Vice
President for Freshmen Af-
fairs. who will work to
identify. and resolve the
v a r iou s problems that
Freshment encounter, and
thereby reduce the high drop-
out rate among Freshmen.
3 Have student government
---=--------::::::----:--=----==-----::c~=__-_=__---~---~
work more closely with the
financial aid office of the
college, and of CUNY, to
engender the early distribution
of financial aid checks.
4 Create a college-wide student
council which has a
representative for each course,
who is elected by the students
attending the given, course.
The council will be able toact
as a pressure group to make
'sure that YOUR interests are'
being ,served by t he student
, r , ' go~np}entt· ..'and' that the
- .. ,.:: .....
him William utter, ·'1 don't pay
them any mind and they don't
give me any trouble." _
Lala Ruben the only female on
the' crew, has been working at
Baruch for fourteen years. When
Lala described her job, she put it
this way, "Clean the toilets and
clean the furnture where you put
your feet." Lala lives in Queens
Village along with her husband
and two children. When asked
how she felt about the students
and how they react to her she
said, "All I can say is I love
them . .,
Those' are the, for custodial
prsonnel who keep the entire
student center building clean. So
let's show appreciation towards
them and if you see any of them
in the hallway, wave a hand, or
say hello or even smile.
Don'tbe surprised if theyturn
around and return thegesture!
Aquarius (January 20-February
18) You feel -very energetic and
have your- hand on everything.
Don't let go, it feels too good!
Capricorn (December 22-January
19) Life is too short to be wasted.
Take all tempting opportunities
that may come your way.
Pices (February 19-March 20)
Invitation come frequently these
days. Your social life becomes
exciting.
Sagittarius (November 22-
December 21) Don't pay any
attention to envious friends. Your
amazing charm only makes them
insecure.
HOROSCOPE
Leo (July 21-August 22) You may
be pressured into a troublesome
situation at this time. Beware of
older person.
'Week of Dec. 25
Singer Jackie.Lennon
,
'1'~;
Virgo (August 23~September 22)
A long lost lore comes to surface.
Reminiscing happy days will be
stimulating.
students and how they react to
him he said, "I like all the
students. You can't find a better
bunch of students then those here
at Baruch. I never ,have any
trouble with them. I don't mind
cleaning up after them because
they are a swell bunch."-
He also pointed out that in
1968 he received a certificate from
the Board of Education honoring
him for doing his job well. Also in
1977, the Caribbean Club gave
him another certficate honoring
him for executing his duties
exceptionally well.
Willaim Early who is the most
experienced on the crew, has been
working in the student center for
eighteen years. William was born
in Georgia and now lives in
Manhattan' with his wife and
child. His duties are cleaning
waJls 9 f1oors and .bathrooms.
When-asked how he feels abut the
students and how they react to
Libra (September 23-0ctober 22)
Don't let anyone interfere with
plans. Let them ride!
Scorpio (October 23-November
21) Jealous lovers tend to overact.
Listen to their interpretations to
better understand your own
position.
Song stylist, Jackie Lennon, Browne, president of Artists
will be performing at the Oak doing Business Worldwide
Lounge Student Center on (ADDW), an' organization of
Tuesday., January 9, 1979 at 5 which Jackie is a member. Mr.
p.m. Ms. Lennon has appeared at Brown will talk about this rrn-
such notable places as the portant organization for en-
Copacabana, Americana, Statler tertainers in addition to ac-
Hilton as well as supper clubs and companying Jackie on the piano.
colleges throughout the New York If the face seems familiar to
City area and upstate New York. _ you, Jackie is also a senior
) .' l,,' :,,_She brings 'with"',h;t:~~·..~~.~_BarUCh~~~.; I,\o'j', I~: ~ l!"
, 1 J , ~
continued from page 15
chosen for this album is a strong
addition. Ms. John could not
have choosen a better selection of
material either. Ms. Newton-John
who' won many new fans in
"Grease" will win just as many
with this album, while pleasing all
of her old ones.
:.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) Some
of you may have exciting travel
plans. Due to fatigue they could
be postponed.
:Olivia
People Behind the Scenes
Gemini (May 21-June 20) Go
after what you want. You'll soon
find what you desire most is
readily available.
Cancer (June 21-July 22) A large
sum of money is placed in your
care. Use it wisely.
Aries (March 21-April 19) Now is
the perfect time to evaluate your
own ideas and morals. Put your
findings to a test.
~.
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In my opinion, students need a
recess from the regular academic
routine. A breathing .spell over
the summer can bring you back to
school in the Fall with renewed
interest and vigor. It seems to me
tha it is easier to add one course
each semester· than to find
yourself doing two courses at
twice the normal learning time in
the summer.
So-when you register,' think
15 instead of 12 credits and
consider enjoying the summer
recess.
Rule IV Do not register for classes
in conflict.
If you register for a course that,
according to theschedule, ends at
10 and register for another course
that starts at 1O,you are
'registered for a conflict. If you do
not straighten Out this problem,
the Registrar's Office will drop
you from one of the courses in
conflict. An instructor may not
give you permission to leave a
class early, or arrive at a class
late. Please watch beginning and
ending times of classes carefully.
ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT
FOR REGISTRATION
The Office of 'Curricular
Guidance, School of Business &
Public Administration will see
students on. a first-come, first-
served basis in January.vPlease
brine your copy of your transcript.
which has just been mailed out by
the . Registrar's' Office,.. Be
prepared to be patient since there
are only .four counselors available
in the office. If you have had a
previous credit check, it would be
helpful to bring that along.
continued from page 6
Dean Newhouse
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continued frolJJ-Page 1
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Thanks to Millie Tan for a very
enjoyable hour and to Anthony
Chan who organized the event.
Acct. Outlook
and you've got a schedule made
up- prior to entering the room, all
you would have to do is look at
the back wall.That 'is .the absolute
up-to..dale information ~ on open: , ,
. courses. You dorr't- have to look
£0 see if it's closed and to see if
vou want it. You look, vou see if
. -
you want it and if it appears. then
it' s open. The di fference here is
we are talking about open cour-
sese It's going to be vup-to-the
minute, guaranteed information.
Enthusiastically, Mr. Tyburzcy
proceeded and said that when the
course closed someone would
scratch it off righ t on the
viewgraph and the next day it
would not appear because a new
transparency would be made.
These changes are to be im-
plemented inside room 114. The
place of registration is not being
changed because right now there
is no other place in which to have
registrar ion.
Mr. Tyburzcy , along wit h
Dr.Mikulsky and Dr. Greene, the
Vice-President, went for a walk in
the Baruch area hunting for a
place in which to have registra-
tion. They tried the George
Washington Hotel, the Armory,
the gym, the old court biilding,
the student center, the School for
the Deaf and even Mabel Dean
continuedfrom page 3 Bacon High School! Theylooked
hiring of women graduates with everywhere conceivable for a
master's degrees by- 57 per cent, .suitable place in which to have
and of those with bachelor's. registration. All of these f~iled_
degrees by 41 per cent between for reasons Mr. Tyburzcy labeled _
now and 1981-82. as '~precarious." ,
The institute projects a 53~per ' All of these alternatives are cur-
. .
cent increase over the next four rently being worked onv Mr: Ty~
years in thenumber of graduates. burzcy said that he .has two view- .
with doctor's deg~ees in. ac- graphs ·and that they areexpen-
counting.' .sive. They, cost . somewhere be-
The, dem~rid'fol-: persons with tween $2500 and $3000 .each.. He,
the ',doctorate' is almost- non-. saidif they can't do .itwith two
existent.among public-accounting .. viewgraphs then.he will try to rent
firms, the institute rePorted.'· . a few. Those are his suggestions
. ./~",~. ~(.>t;' .'-:o:-:J.ackMagaueH.",,:, . to Dr. Mikulsky'.'aJldDr.Greene~"·
. . .' D·'·S·S·-G· R'eVI·eWCOnlinUedfrompage2 ..
continuedfrom page 1'· . Several Student, Government\ ". . '
Stuto said. "The sitting room is Baruch students. There are some observers feel strongly that Lynne
comparativelysmall,' he added'. who complain but even fewer who undoubtedly worked unselfishly
. Stuto .declined commentTas to bother to vote. According to some and beyond ihe call of duty. Her
which other rooms he considered sources, only ten per cent of the intentions are of the best for
~ a candidate .for . the em- populace votes. students and she has been pleas-
, bellishement. Roben adds, "Part of the fault antly receptive to any ideas. She
. Now comes the question of lies in the fact that Student has made herself accessible to
, what furniture is to be used. Mr. Government does not advertise as students and she tould have easily
Stuto has been actively searching much as it should and they have abused her powers but never even
for lounge furniture since May of not produced much substance to attempted to do so.
this year. His-quest ended when strike an interest a m o n g According to Mr. Stut.o,
he came to Herman Miller, R & G students." "d isagreem en t s am ong the
affiliartes, "Without a doubt this On the other hand, according already small amount of Student
is the best quality furniture I've to Ms. Bursky, "There have been Government personnel delayed
seen," Stuto beamed. Prof. those students who have worked the implementation .of plans and
Mikulsky, who 'has seen the cons cieru iousl y and honestly programs. Somewhere along the
samplings, agreed. The final' many long hours for the improve- comPlica~line, a plan almost
decision 'concerning this mat~er rnent of the. Baruch co~munity. always gets ilted?r slowe.d down
rests with ProL- Milulsky and and these efforts shouldn t go un- by an unc operative or disagree-
Dean Finkelman. When' the noticed." M«. Bursky feel" there ing source."
furniture will be installed is is much potential talent within the Whether or not her party wins
uncertain at this time, but, ac- student body that would be a of loses the next election. Ms.·
cording to Mr. Stuto, "We're . shame and a wa-re not to use. Bur sky \...'ould like to see students
pushing to have it done over the. Speaking on' the role of getting involved. The place to go
Christmas vacation." srudcrn s in Student Govcrnrncnt , is Room 409 in [he Student Center
In retropsect , Dean Finkelman Ms. Bursk y rcr-tarks, "The goal which is located on 22nd Street.
boldly acknowledged the of Student Government is [0 help In conclusion there seems' [0
unification of - students and students have a better life at be a unanimous altitude that SLU-
political groups on campus, who Baruch. However, there arc many dent Government should take a
pooled their resurces for the people who feel they vh o uld firmer hand in emphasizing stu-
attainment of a common goal. decide how this should be done dent activities. This carronlv be
"The furnishing of a new student and in the procevs many student" achieved by cooperation between
lounge was an excellent example have been t.Urne~ off for they lack students, gover nrne n t and ad-
of what could be accomplished the desire to get invovled with ministration. Hopefully, the
through cooperative effort at the nonsensical political game" which future will lead Baruch closer to
College," he avowed. can't benefit the students any. " thi" realist ic goal.
And Charles Stuto said, in
accolade .o f the Alumni
Association, "They deserve much
praise for th~ir generosity in
contributing the necessary funds
for a lounge. They have helped
provide for a better Baruch." He
expressed . a ,strong, desire ,.to
. continue , . iel~iiIonS: "with'. the
Alumni Association, stating,
"The Day Session, Student
Government is looking forward
to' jointly working with the
Alumni Association in future
endeavors. "
The implementation of an
added student lounge is a giant
step taken in the right direction.
As Mr. Stuto pointed out, ~The
ball is now in motion."
Hopefully, it will keep on rolling.
continuedfrom page 6
you've landed the job you're
I applying for."
FINISHING TOUCHES
A firm', handshake and eye
contact-the message conveyed-
self-confidence.
There you have it, a small
sampling of the job search scene.
So hang up the Levi's,. don the
grey flannel and happy hunting!
." '."
~;-:..-
. - -_.
TnUiidiY~~r2'l,-tl78~
.. "~ . ' .._ ".J. .
"'dun'ges
would be retainea. '
The campaign for added lounge
"spacehasbeentedious, Itbegan
during uhe summer of 'this year
and, was spearheaded by Lynne
Bursky, President of Day Session
Student Government. During this
time, Charles Stuto spoke with
Allan Golden, Auxiliary Services
Board chairman, and sent a letter
in addition' to conferring with,
Joel Segall~.President of Baruch
College, in an effort to procure
funds for added' lounge space.
Ultimately, Mr. Stuto notified
Joe Nacmias; Chairman of the
Aluml\i Associaton, of the plight, v
as a final recourse for obtaining
the money. The rest is history.
Fa c i la t i n g the Alumni
Associarions approval to donate
was the factt hat SInce the
summer, room 508 of the 26th
Street building has been used as
an experimental lounge and has
been kept both safe and clean.
The members of the Association
were worried that their in-
vestment would be vandalized,
but Mr. Sture pointed out to them
,that in addition to the ex-
perirnerttal lounge's success,
many student government offices
were located on that floor, thus
ensuringadded safety of the new
lounge. With this assurance, the
donation became a reality.
The spac~ which .is to be
converted into the student lounge
is in ·the form of two adjoinging
rooms of 420 square feet each.
One room is currently being used
as a sitting r<?om while the other is
.being.J:l!iU!e5!~ ~j ~~t~(j>,~ r~I'I!..
Dean Einkelnian, .and Director of
Campus Planning, Mar i lyn :
Mi kulsky , will be in charge of
supervising the outfitting of the
lounge, Finkelman was given the
option of refurbishing one or
bot h of these rooms. His
predilection is to redecorate the
sitting room, but Srut o feels that
neither of these rooms should be
the focal point of the refur-
bishing. "We can fit a lot more
furniture, in a bigger room;"
FinEco
If
•
",
t
l
Thursclay,·December 2~'19l8
The past administration has not
paid much attention to this,. but I
think it is about time for students
to make them realize the irn-
portan~e of this issue.' Student
Government as a representative
of all the students must pressure
the administration which in turn
must lobby for federal grants to
acquire. computers. A com-
puterized registration system
would ease the problems.
changes if any would have to. be
made.
Q Do you have ~ s~ecific plan
to minimize the registration
problem encountered by
. students?
The basic problem at registration
is the lack of information that is
available, especially to Freshmen
and Sophomores. So if we see the
problem as lack of information
and so much course restriction, I
think an orientation registration
should be offered at least (me or
two, days consecutively to all
students before they come to'
register and data should be
available to them in advance.
I think that registration for the
most pan is adequate to meet its
purpose. The basic procedures are
adequate, What-is not adequate is.
its basic implementation.
..
Yes. What the student govern-
-ment has to, 'do is lobby federal
grants to obtain computers.
,
disapprove as to whether a budget
for the government will be
changed.
Q Do you have a stkcific plan
'to minimize the registration
problem encountered by
students?
I will never recognize this
registration process. I think it is
possible, I don't know the cost
yet, but I have been checking, to
,have what 'they call a- back-up
system which is computer. thus,
(I) institute a back-up system
which is computerized, (2)
It is government's responsibility
that ,anyone who wins and gets
early registration, must work at
registration. They must work
with "ituderux t~ help them to
make them feel a lillie com-
fortable. It's not being done
now. These things can be done
and should be done and I will do
it.
perience in that area and try to see.
if things can be worked out. I do
not know everything, and I
do not know how it can be
resolved.
Testa
Walter
.Chris NiJes
an objective allocation of funds
for that club. In addition a
committee would be set up to
keep a close tab of club activities
and membership. The final details
of this plan still needs further
consideration as various factors
are involved.
In addition, I wish to point out
that I plan on' continuing the
concepts of the ABBA programs
set forth for changing Student
Government fiscal budget.
Q Do you have a st'ecific plan
to minimize the registration
problem encountered by
students.
Q Should you be elected as
President of the D.S.S.G.,
would you allocate any fiscal
. budget changes?
1 th-ink ... av resrructurrng of
budgeting has to be made because
t here are certain inherent
problems with the present criteria
of allocation of money.
, '
The current budget woutdvhave
to . be revised and see what
continued from page 7
I would have to reevaluate the
entire budget as a' whole to see. I
have heard a lot of complaints
from many clubs that the money
that they were allocated was not
enough for : their functions. On
the other hand there were many
clubs that did get a lot of money
for which not so much justified
event were offered or took place.
that would have to be discussed. I
will have to try to get in touch
with the people who have ex-
continued from page 7
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for teaching are announced, to
prepare to do well on the exam.
Teaching candidates are also
urged to take the National
Teacher Exam, given several
times annually by the Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, New
Jersey. In New York City, schools
may hire teachers who have
passed the NTE exam, without
reference to City license exams, if
t he school's reading averages are
below the national norms.
Currently. with twice as many
new teachers graduating
nationally as job openings, due to
attrition, etc, t~e odds for getting
teaching jobs are one out of two-
nor so bad as many teacher
candidates expect, nor so good as
they are likely to become in the
next few years. While birth rates
are tending to decrease, so is the
pool from" \\111ch new reacher
candidates are draws-the ques-
tion is. whill there be enough >.
teachers for the children coming
into school in the next few years.
Jonas was presented with a
penultimate draft of the "Baruch
College Self Study-Report ," This
report is a self evaluation by
Baruch College, and covers such
areas as student, facutly,
organization resources and other
aspects of the college.
!\1r.Jonas seemed anxious.to
further his knowledge about the
problems of Baruch. He said, "I
invire suggestions about any
relevant problems. I don't ex-
dude any possible solutions. All
suggestions and ideas are
welcome.' ,
continued from page 7
question of how you utilize it.
You send a team of students
around and 'you look for space
that is available. Also, they, the
adminstrarion, 'should furnish it.
t erview techniques, the guest Every college should have lounges
speaker originally talked about and it should not come out of
the field of Personnel Ad- student money. But if it doesn't
ministration. Today there are and you have to. then maybe
approximately 235,000 in the some of the student mone' should
..'
personnel field with 60% in the berused to refurbish some of your
private sector, 30070 in the public own lounges. Thus, the space' for,
sector, and the remaining 10<170 in lounges is there but the current
non-profit areas; most with St ud ent Gover nme n t which
degrees in Business, and represents the student body to get
Psychology. Ms. Smith herself lounge space.
has a Bachelors Degree in. Q Should you be 3elected as
Retailing. Starting salary with a President of the D.S.S.G.,
four year degree. is ~ 10,000, anrl~ould you advocate any fiscal
with a Masters is SI4,100. More .b~et changes?
detailed' statistics. she suggests, I t is very difficult to say or answer
may be obtained from the this question until you get into the
"Occupational Outlook Hand- office. You' don't know what
book, 1978-79," Bulletin #155-8, somebody is going to approve or
which is available In most
libraries.
Peter Jonas
Stuto Interview'
clobsinEd.
Management Soc
. To initiate the subject· of m-
continued-from page 7
Personal c har a c t e r is t i c s ,
demonstrated on any kind of
employment, she said, 'are helpful
. for teacher resumes. such as
promptness, good attendance,
responsibility, persistence, fiscal
responsibility, cooperativeness
and supportiveness. Skills in
communications - 'good speaking,
reading and writing, and it'! math
are also of great importance in
teaching, and in many reacher-re-
lated jobs.
The School of Education is now
s t r essi ng placement services,
Prof. Robison reported. Students
will be assisted to complete
resumes, to secure letters of
reference, and to have a folder
ready to go to employers who
request this material. A bulletin
board has been set up, rrext to the
elevator on the 10th floor of 315
PAS, to post jobs as these are
recei ved in t he School of
Education. Students will be
helped to prepare for job in-
terviews and, when license exams
continuedfrom page 3
Baruch, he found it difficult to
speak about specific problems
\...·ith registration at Baruch. He
said. "The main thine for me now
. -
is to learn. I have to learn what
are the important priorities of the
students and the administration.
In the first step of his learning
process, Mr. Jonas met with {he
Ad Hoc Committee on
Registration, which met on
November 30, This is a committee
composed of various people
directly' and indirectly involved
with the registration process,
Besides meeting these people, Mr ,
continued from page 5
"Just remember that an in-
terviewer has pressure to fill jobs
with qualified people, and if you
are the person for the job-it is in
her own best interest, and that of
her company to get you and
management together.' , .. It
would be your job to make her
realize that you are this person!"
Reviewing the mainpoints of
her presentation, Ms. Smith
repeated that it is the job of an
interviewer to set the guidelines,
but not to continuously fed
questions to a job applicant.
"When you walk out of my
office, there should be. something
positive that you have left in my
mind. "
Page 18
Pridecontinued/TOm page 4
Also, it is understood that there
are. 'educational and economic
constraints towards any or
further organized participation.
These can be overcome through
proper time coordination.
Furthermore, participation in a
club's educational (tutorial)
provisions may facilitate our
.understanding of a given subject.
.. This kind of interaction can help
us improve the creation of mutual
relationships which can be
beneficial in our future en-
deavors.
The Spanish Club and
P.R.I.D.E. (Puerto Ricans for.
Involvement, Development
andfinlighrenmenr) represent the
entire Hispanic student
population of the college.
P.R.I.D.E. is dedicated to
transmitting the Hispanic culture
tc the Baruch cornminity (both
day and evening). Its activities
.include tutorial services, films,
speakers, festivals. and dances.
The club has a permanent office
located at room 403 of the
Student Center which is always
ol en and membership is not
. elusively for Puerto Ricans.
T e purpose of the Spanish
, w ich meets on Thursdays
during cl b hours in room 342 of
the 24th St. building, is to
cultivate th rich heritage of the
Hispanic culture. The Spanish
Club is also opened to all
students. It offers both academic
and cultural activities such as
debates, conc:ens, lectures. panel
discussions,. movies, en-
tertainment. etc.
. Although obstacles are many,
what matters is that we are here at
Baruch and because of these
disagreements and constraints,
we, as a whole, are at a disad-
'vantage in terms of potential sel f-
help and fair and adequate
-.;I.. representation through club
involvement. Representation may
be obtained through the opening
. -
of more courses relating to
Hispanic history or culture and,
consequently, assignment of
Hispanic faculty members. On
this topic there is no direct link
between Hispanic f'acuhv
members and students outside the
classroom. Through informal
channels, we should join' our
efforts to achieve common goals
and objectives as they pertain to
our educational experience.
Nevertheless, representation may
be acquired through Student
Government involvement In
elected or appointed positions.
Help line .
continued from page 6
be of service to you.
From now on, Mr. Baruchian
or Miss Baruchian,' theres no
need to stand .in the shivering
weather outside the 23rd street
building duringthe cold and bit-'
ter months of winter, waiting for
a friendly face to pass by. Come continued from page 7 clubs. In conjunction with the
on in to Room 516 and let the Q Should you Be elected Treasurer, Bruce Van Vortvand
warmth of fellow Baruchians President of D.S.S.G. would the statistic department of this
bring a sparkle to your college you advocate any fisc-al budget college, we are keen upon The'·.TI·ck'er W.·I·s·hes
life! Or perhaps you might want changes? devising an accurate formula
to- get inv-olved as' ~,a co-worker Should I win this election, I in- based upon - a point ~sy~t-em "'. ~ :»: ."
with HELPLINE: THE ACTION tend on implementing an efficient whereby, according :'t6- avset . /.~.; EYe,1'Mftft.:,_ '- ~ .8C"A5.br.-l1!dT
. PEOPLE WITH ,AN ACTIVE - plan, which I am currently in the criteria. the clubs' performance _ _. ~ ~.-." '.. _I . _
GOAL of making you feei at process of organizing. to ensure a for the year would determine the Happy Ho:lald'a;y'.-S'e":ason
. home i~ an otherwise lonely and fair and equitable allocation. of total point s~~r~ of the Particular" _'.
,: impersQ~~uc~Ah1~~.~.ft'~~J~Jg'4~er~~t.,fm·#~tr:!:~t~ha~~ol4~~Uten.e!1able ~~~.~\ ;'~~Ii ..~~"p~l·or•• 'I l
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Love
Maria
~ -
Maria
Maria
Peggy,
. Sorry about last week's ad.
??
P.S. Why don't you look at
yourself in the mirror'? I bet
you're turning red!
To The Telephone Addict:'
How come whenever we speak
to each other we get confused?
Speechless
Kim,
You didn't think I'd do it, did
you? I didn't want Peggy to feel
along! !
Big Shot
To AJI.TQ~.~{~rnJ~~rs__()LW_BM!!
Radio Station: Have a wonderful
Christmas!
Lori,
Just want to wish youvKevy
and Teddy Bear a.great holiday.
Love ya,
Maria
What' happened' Gary? Did you
decide to hibernate all Winter, or,
are . you...just being ,~ unsociable. ,
again? ..
Annette.
If you don't go with Andy ~
..-
soon, I will!!
'Your Better Half
S.K. and A.F.
Surprise! I'm human too! If
you promise not to hold it against
me,' I'll promise not to get
righteous about it. (Even though I
still plead not guilty. How about'
temporary insanity?)
"Black Sheet but Not Higbh"
To Norma,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!! Love,
Eli
Tony K.
Thanks for watching we fo! __
---~--.-- +-T- -- - ---" .- -- ----
Ronnie and Debbie. Couldn't
wish for a better body guard.
Love ya,
S.K.
Pumpkin
Love ya,
The Sewing Circle,
Keith & Mary-Ann
Dear Sandy,
. Thanks for the surprise!! Love,
The Girls On The Staff .
- -- -- - -- --_.
Dear Steve M. L
The bet is on! My SPIFFY -
Looking socksagainst your tacky
engraved bowling ball. Better
start practicing. Milbasin it is.
Jace
I
To P.R.I.D.E. Members &
Friends:
Merry XMas & A
Happy New Year!! !
ELI
The Management Society would
like to wish its members a Merry
Christmas and a Happy - New
Year!
Diane,
We'll miss ya kid! KEEP IN
TOUCH!.'
Dear Diane.
With the sunken eyes. Thank
you-
PUBLIC NOTICE .
This is your chance to change our
Student Government Body.
Vote! !! Ballots will be sent to
students in the mail.
P.S. It's your money they get to
allocate! .
Dear Can-Opener,
. When are you going to bowl my
lanes?
Clarinet-FIute-Sax
Private Lessons Brooklyn
Call Howard Martin
, .
Eves-258-5961
Maria,
----+lWrh'e-'tIatways-b-rtrtends, dOll' [;
ever doubt' it. Hope our future is
as baright as our past. Love,
-Jean
To The Ticker Staff,
When something develops
__ betweenus, X0':! will be the first to
know!
.Joce
.Steve
Mousey
--
.THJFJ'ICKER.
Atte'ntion AI:I Baruch Studen,ts:
Ticker Classified Is Back!
For the small fee of so~, ·for the first 20
~ words, you can have a say in your school·
newspaper! We'll print anything. From sellin~
acar or concert tickets to even sending a
--- message-to-afiiencr~~--···-- .. --- .'- .
Copy:. ---.:... ~_.....,;...._ -:-- _:_:_--
To'AIi My Friends:
In case you're still wondering if
I really own stock in the telephone
company, tbe answer, is NO! !!
Talking on. the phone just hap-
pens to be my favorite
hobbySSSSS
MARY-ANN ,
(The telephone Addict)
...
Dear Keith A.
Youcan have my picture under
two conditions: (1) I can have
your picture, and (2) you teach me
how to bowlSS
Mary-Ann H.
Dear Sandy,
If you don'. stop' teasing me,
Pm going to get a contract out on '
YOU!!!!
(The Short Qne)
Dear Mary-Ann,
My news travels fast!!
Your other half
p .S. You know gossip always hits
the paper first!!!.
Dear Steve, Marty, and Sand},
. Thank you very much for all
your help. Love.
Mind~'
Dear RJasc.al•.. __ ",
. Hajtpy2nd"ea-"he ll.h. Tllink
"we~' will make it through a 3rd?
Love,
Dear Mindy,
Thanks for taking care of
business!
Love, . ALL OF US
HTIEK:
Is John? going to take the
picture?
Serious Advanced Photo Students
needs female fashion models to
take Photos on .location during
the holidays. Will exchange glossy
photos for models time. For .info
call John 729-7452 nights.
Naive
P.R.I.D.E.
LOVE,
Your Floridian Partner
Green Eyes
PERSONALS
Dear Mary-AnrfH.
'Can I have your picture? I
think you areadorable, and I like
you alot!
KEITH A.-----~----Dear-MimI-r-- _
P .S. What do you think about Thanks so much for the treat'. It
me? was delish!
J
Just when-I think I get the rules
to the game, you change them.
What's up?
H-. Jolsen -
Put' a charge in your life! Put
your finger in a socket! I'm sure
after doing this you~ill have
many variations inyour tone of
voice instead of that .boring,
monotonous noise! -_._--
. ,,~.;~;_.' ... .- '-,~-Friend, "
I. TEKIH
Blye Eyes,
Lwill miss you the most when
you leave. Please try to come
back soon!
PUBLIC NOTICE
,T.D.R. would.like to thank all
who' attended our concert for
being such a captivating and
motivating audience. We hope
that you enjoyed - our per-
formance, in the student center,
as' much as we enjoyed per-
forming for you: We play for all
.
functions. Contact Rodwin: 789-
-7195.
Share an apartment with 2 female
architecture students, 49 street &
First Avenue. $1~5 a month plus
one month security. Sublet from
Jan. 1 toAug. 30. Call from 10
a.m.-12 a.rn. & 9 p.m. .; 1.2 p.m.
Ask for Chris, 751-6856.
Feliz Navidad
y un Prospero
Ano Nuevo ~
Merry Christmas &a Happy New
Year!
_____________d
"heroes" Pop Rock 'N Roll Band
Needs Bass and Lead Guitar Call
Steve'894~5288mghts or van ~9:'
8520 anytime.
Dear Joce,
Does 8 plus 3 equal trouble????
DASH'
To Nelson, I'll consider forgiving
you for breaking our date. Can
you think of a way of convincing
me&
~sNiles
Marry Christmas to you too!!!
To Rita B. of Sociology:
Why don't you ever speak?
G.M.
Mr. Gullible
ble -
Mommy:
Happy- iOth!' Did "you think
your favorite sone would forget?
Love..
Dear Mary-Ann,
Thanks for helping me keep my
sanity], Love,
\ Joce
Dear Steve,
People talk abour me using the
phone;I think you have me beat!!
The Telephone Addict
, Dear Steve M.
Don't get the idea I'm upset
because -yoli STILL haven't sen-t
meanadd!!!!
Mary-Ann
Dear Keith A.
- Will. you be Penthouses next
centerfold?!? .
(-)'s Other Half
Joce:
Have yon seen -Mary-Ann's
picture of me (re: Toga Partyr)
Anytime you~e ready to come
into my arms we'll tango across
the Marble LoungeOiK. ????
Steve
Thanks to my predecessors
Doug and Howie who showed me
what to do' and what not to do, to
Martin, Bernie, Daryl and Sandy
for helping me keep my balance,
Keith' for his humility, Mary Ann
for the information flow, Louis'
for unmentionables, and all the
staff who.ve provided the Ticker
with what it always lacked; a
future. It's been a breathless
term, at least after this issue we
can get back to schoolwork
(what's that?) Steve
. Thursday. Deciunber 21, 1978
Keith A.
P .S. interested?
SPS 2610, sorry if I offended
'anyone, that wasn'tmy intention!
DUMBO
J. Levi, .
I don't know if you have funny
1.)Okin~ socks, but the rest of you
-ioc)ksjireai! .
--_.,---------------,-
__ it ..
',-- '--,~
,.~State: Zip: .........-_.
-
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HAPPYHOLIDA YS
Let's Celebrate it
together! -
"Party"
.Ttrursdaj.December.zf.st l~:~PM
'. -Room·1120-23rd St. , '
';"'~the SoCic,lQgy'Soclety
·,~~wdCoines~AlI: ", "
"
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A GREAT PLACE TO HAVE LUNCH
SPECIAL ITEMS INCLUDE:'
. *Soup. of the Day
*Salads, Sandwiches
*Cheeseor Pate Platters
*~and Spina~Rolleci"in CheeSeand Spices
*Chicken or ShrimpSa18d
*Chunky Chicken Salad Plate
*1'tma Fish Plate
--
Mr.-Barach
CODlpetion
Norman, Jenae Rubin, and
Mitchell Ehrlich, respectively .
The prizes were: first prize-«.
dinner and show tickets for two;
second prize-two show tickets;
and third prize-a gift certificate.
Throughout the tournament,
the three winners were engrossed
in the matches they played. With
each roll of the dice, it became
harder for Robert to contain his
excitement. Jenae was very calm
throughout the tournament. One
person, who had lost to Jenae,
said thar she had "Nerves of
steel." Mitchell was calm in the
beginning, but became.nervous.as.L,'
the tournament progressed.
All in all, everyone had a very
enjoyable time.
1
Self-Defense Demonstration
By Steven A. Lits
. On Friday, Dec. 8, a
backgammon tournament was
held in the Alley Lounge of the
StudentCenter, sponsored by the
Student Center Program Board.
Steven Lits,> of -the 212 Com-
munity Center, supervised the
tournament with the aid of Joel
Smith (Pres. of the ~CPB) and
Joy Bernard (Student member of
212).
Many spectators who played on
the extra backgammon sets,
entered the tournament. There
were thirty-two students who
played-in rhe-various-eliminatiee
rounds, which lasted five and a
half hours. First, second, and
third prizes were won by Robert
Backqarnmon
Tournament
'..:'"
.~~
. .':;'
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D£SSEaTS
A S£L£C'T1ON OF
GOURMET cOFFEEs
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demonstration was well defeated ten martial artists.
organized. The Art of Arnis is a Only ten ,years old in the U.S;,.
very .fluid movement similar to Arnis de Mano is a rapidly
theNunchukas but more deadly. growing art. The American
• f . . •
Bruce Lee introduced to the Federation Of Arnis is' offering
U~S; -in .' the: movie Enter The .. ' lessons'. on the Art of .Stick
Dragon.•_o:U~ing ..lheArJ)is which Fighting, The. classes will. ·be.
are simply two sticks about three .conducted ai 17 W. 17th Street.
~tJ~·~c~.~~~~~~~:U~I~.:~.,_ ,. ··~··4·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~
by John Rivera
........ A spectacular. self-defense
demonstration was held on Dec.
8th. Arnis De Mano~ an ancient
Philippine Stickfighting Art. was
:.*< ~ .A"-~~~~~!~.h~toBaruchcourtesyof the
. . '. -Student Center Program Board,
-r" Hddinthe Oak· Lounge, the
